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Abstract

Neural networks with random weights appear in a variety of machine learning applica-
tions, most prominently as the initialization of many deep learning algorithms and as a
computationally cheap alternative to fully learned neural networks. In the present article,
we enhance the theoretical understanding of random neural networks by addressing the
following data separation problem: under what conditions can a random neural network
make two classes X−,X+ ⊂ Rd (with positive distance) linearly separable? We show that
a sufficiently large two-layer ReLU-network with standard Gaussian weights and uniformly
distributed biases can solve this problem with high probability. Crucially, the number of
required neurons is explicitly linked to geometric properties of the underlying sets X−,X+

and their mutual arrangement. This instance-specific viewpoint allows us to overcome the
usual curse of dimensionality (exponential width of the layers) in non-pathological situa-
tions where the data carries low-complexity structure. We quantify the relevant structure
of the data in terms of a novel notion of mutual complexity (based on a localized version
of Gaussian mean width), which leads to sound and informative separation guarantees.
We connect our result with related lines of work on approximation, memorization, and
generalization.

Keywords: Random neural networks, classification, hyperplane separation, high-dimensional
geometry, Gaussian mean width

1. Introduction

Despite the unprecedented success of neural networks (NNs) in countless applications (Le-
Cun et al., 2015; Schmidhuber, 2015; Goodfellow et al., 2016), a rigorous understanding of
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Figure 1: Illustration of Problem 1. Can a random NN F : Rd → Rn̂ “disentangle” the
two sets X−,X+ ⊂ Rd such that they become linearly separable in the feature
space Rn̂ with a positive margin µ? Except for being δ-separated and bounded,
X− and X+ may have an arbitrary decision boundary, possibly with multiple
connected components.

their operating principles is still in its infancy. The present work is devoted to a mathemat-
ical study of random NNs, i.e., feedforward NNs whose weight parameters are drawn from a
generic probability distribution. Random NNs play an important role in machine learning
in at least three different ways. First, it is standard to initialize the training of a (deep)
NN by random weights and it is well known that this initialization is a key contributor to
the exceptional performance of NNs (He et al., 2015; Goodfellow et al., 2016; Arpit and
Bengio, 2019). Second, it has been empirically observed that architecture search can be
effectively carried out with random NNs, in the sense that the hierarchy in performance of
fully trained architectures closely matches the hierarchy of the architectures with random
weights (Saxe et al., 2011). Finally, random NNs have been extensively investigated as a
cheap computational alternative to fully trained NNs: it has been demonstrated empiri-
cally that pre-processing with a random NN and applying a simple classification method
already gives surprisingly good results (Huang et al., 2006; Rahimi and Recht, 2008; Zhang
et al., 2017). For these reasons, it is of substantial interest to gain a deeper theoretical
understanding of the properties of random NNs.

In this work, we shed new light on the capabilities of random NNs as a pre-processor
by addressing the following fundamental problem on class separability:

Problem 1 Consider two bounded, possibly infinite sets X−,X+ ⊂ Rd that are δ-separated,
i.e.,

‖x+ − x−‖2 ≥ δ for all x+ ∈ X+ and x− ∈ X−.

Let F : Rd → Rn̂ represent a (multi-layer) feedforward NN with random weights, where the
architecture of F may depend on X− and X+.

Under what conditions does F make the classes X− and X+ linearly separable
with high probability? Is there a lower bound for the induced separation margin?
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Formally, we will identify conditions that ensure the existence (with high probability) of a
hyperplane H[u, τ ] := {z ∈ Rn̂ | 〈u, z〉 + τ = 0} with ‖u‖2 = 1 and τ ∈ R that separates
F (X−) and F (X+) with a certain margin µ > 0, i.e.,

〈u, F (x−)〉+ τ ≤ −µ for all x− ∈ X−,
〈u, F (x+)〉+ τ ≥ +µ for all x+ ∈ X+. (1)

Problem 1 thus states a purely geometric question on the separation capacity of random
NNs, see Figure 1 for an illustration. However, it is useful to bear in mind that the ability
to render two “intertwined” sets linearly separable also has immediate consequences for
associated learning tasks. To see this, let (x, y) be drawn from an arbitrary data distribution
on Rd × {±1} satisfying

P(x ∈ X+ | y = +1) = 1 = P(x ∈ X− | y = −1),

i.e., the binary label Y is consistent with the classes X− and X+. Conditioned on the high-
probability event of Problem 1, the transformed pair (F (x), y) then fulfills a hard-margin
condition:

P
(
y · (〈u, F (x)〉+ τ) ≥ µ

)
= 1, (2)

where H[u, τ ] denotes the separating hyperplane in (1). Given i.i.d. training samples of
(x, y), this enables us to learn the unknown output parameters (u, τ) by standard clas-
sification methods, such as support vector machines (SVMs) (Steinwart and Christmann,
2008). In particular, one can achieve provable control over the generalization error in terms
of the margin size µ, e.g., see Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-David (2014, Thm. 15.4). Of similar
relevance is the width n̂ of the output-layer of F , as it determines the ambient dimension of
the feature space and therefore the computational complexity of the classification method.
For these reasons, we seek to solve Problem 1 with reasonable bounds for both µ and n̂.

In principle, the aforementioned idea of using random NNs as a pre-processing step
for well-understood (linear) classifiers is not new (Huang et al., 2006; Rahimi and Recht,
2008; Zhang et al., 2017). But despite conceptual overlaps, the analytical approach of the
present article is different from most existing works, see also Section 1.5 for a short literature
overview. Although Problem 1 includes a large family of classification tasks — namely all
pairs of δ-separated sets — we are primarily interested in an instance-specific analysis:
our main results quantify the dependence of the key parameters µ and n̂ as functions of
the underlying classes X− and X+ and their “interaction”. The resulting instance-specific
bounds allow us to avoid pessimistic (worst-case) bounds caused by pathological pairs of
sets. In our analysis, we make no explicit assumptions about the data in Problem 1, such
as a handcrafted generative model or sampling from a generic distribution. Instead, we
will introduce complexity measures that quantify the geometric complexities of X− and X+

as well as their mutual entanglement. This perspective appears more natural to us in the
context of data-driven methods.

Let us now specify the class of random NNs for which we will explore Problem 1.
Throughout, the function F : Rd → Rn̂ will be composed of (hidden) layers of the following
form.
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Definition 1 We call Φ : Rnin → Rnout a random ReLU-layer with maximal bias λ ≥ 0 if

Φ(x) =
√

2
nout
· ReLU(Wx+ b), x ∈ Rnin , (3)

where the weight matrix W ∈ Rnout×nin has standard Gaussian entries, the bias vector b is
uniformly distributed on [−λ, λ]nout, independently of W , and the element-wise activation
function is the rectified linear unit (ReLU), i.e., ReLU(s) := max{0, s} for s ∈ R.

It will turn out that already two random ReLU-layers are sufficient for our solution to
Problem 1, although in principle deeper architectures are also possible. We consider the
ReLU mainly because of its popularity, but our analysis can be adapted for other common
activation functions, e.g., the thresholding activation. Let us note that the random weights
and normalization in Definition 1 do not exactly correspond to a standard initialization in
deep learning. The closest is the popular He initialization (He et al., 2015), which would be
obtained by replacing nout by nin and taking b = 0 in (3). Our non-standard choice of the
bias is due to a hyperplane tessellation argument used in the proof of our main result. The
proof sketch in Section 1.4 will provide an intuitive explanation for this choice; in particular,
see Figure 3(b).

Instead of directly formulating our main result, Theorem 10, we will first present several
readily accessible special cases of increasing generality. Afterwards, we will highlight our
proof strategy in Section 1.4.

1.1 A Gentle Start: Finite Sets and Memorization

Our first result below gives an answer to Problem 1 in the situation of finite point sets.
In the following, Bd2 := {x ∈ Rd | ‖x‖2 ≤ 1} denotes the Euclidean unit ball; see also
Section 1.6 for a summary of common notation used in this article.

Theorem 2 (Finite sets) There exist absolute constants c, C > 0 such that the following
holds.

Let X−,X+ ⊂ Bd2 be δ-separated sets with N+ := |X+| < ∞ and N− := |X−| < ∞.
Suppose that λ &

√
log(eλ/δ). Let Φ : Rd → Rn and Φ̂ : Rn → Rn̂ be two (independent)

random ReLU-layers with maximal biases λ, λ̂ ≥ 0, respectively, such that

n &
(
λ
δ

)8 · log(2N−N+/η) (4)

and

λ̂ &
(
λ
δ

)4 ·
(
α+ λ

)
, n̂ & λ̂

λ · θ · log(N−/η), (5)

where α =
√

logN+ and

θ = exp
(
C ·
(
α2 + λ2

)
· λ6 · δ−8 · log(λ/δ)

)
. (6)

Then, given the two-layer random NN F : Rd → Rn̂, x 7→ Φ̂(Φ(x)), with probability at least
1− η, the sets F (X−), F (X+) ⊂ λ̂Bn̂2 are linearly separable with margin cλ2/(λ̂θ).
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In this result, the best choices for λ and λ̂ are the minimal settings that satisfy the stated
bounds. The governing condition in Theorem 2 (and in all following results, Theorems 3,
4, and 10 below) is condition (5) on the width n̂ of the second layer. It features the term θ
that scales exponentially in terms of the logarithm of the number of points, so that n̂ scales

as N
poly(λ,1/δ)
+ , in contrast to the logarithmic scaling of n in (4). To gauge whether this

condition is necessary, let us connect Theorem 2 to the memorization capacity of random
NNs. The ability of memorizing large data sets (including their noisy components) is a
well-known phenomenon in deep learning research and considered as an important piece of
the still unsolved generalization puzzle (Zhang et al., 2017, 2021). Theorem 2 applies to any
(δ-separated) completely unstructured data set — imagine a point cloud with arbitrary bi-
nary labels. Remarkably, one can therefore memorize the labels of any such (finite) set with
high probability by efficiently computing a separating hyperplane of F (X−) and F (X+),
e.g., using a hard-margin SVM.1

Although this shows that random NNs can be powerful memorizers in practice, existing
results in the literature indicate that perfect memorization is already possible when the
number of neurons scales linearly in (N− + N+) up to logarithmic factors, e.g., see Yun
et al. (2019); Vershynin (2020); Bresler and Nagaraj (2020). Hence, we expect that the
dependence on δ and λ within the exponential term θ in (5) may be improved.

1.2 Separation of Euclidean Balls

Although Theorem 2 provides a margin bound, its actual size was not relevant to the
network’s memorization capacity. The situation is different for infinite classes, on which
we will focus from now on. Problem 1 is then connected to a binary classification task
through the hard-margin condition (2), and the margin size determines the generalization
performance (Shalev-Shwartz and Ben-David, 2014, Thm. 15.4). Our next result may be
seen as a natural extension of Theorem 2, replacing discrete data points by a finite collection
of Euclidean balls; see Figure 2 for an illustration of this model.

Theorem 3 (Euclidean balls) There exist absolute constants c, C > 0 such that the fol-
lowing holds.

Let X−,X+ ⊂ Bd2 be δ-separated sets that can be written as the union of finitely many
Euclidean balls of radius r ≥ 0, i.e.,

X− =
⋃
l∈[N−] Bd2(c−l , r), X+ =

⋃
j∈[N+] Bd2(c+j , r).

Suppose that λ &
√

log(eλ/δ) and r . δ2/λ. We assume that Φ : Rd → Rn and Φ̂ : Rn → Rn̂

are two (independent) random ReLU-layers with maximal biases λ, λ̂ ≥ 0, respectively, such
that

n & (1 + λ6δ−8r2) · d+
(
λ
δ

)8 · log(2N−N+/η) (7)

and (5) holds with α = r
√
d+

√
logN+ and θ as in (6). Then, given the two-layer random

NN F : Rd → Rn̂, x 7→ Φ̂(Φ(x)), with probability at least 1− η, the sets F (X−), F (X+) ⊂
λ̂Bn̂2 are linearly separable with margin cλ2/(λ̂θ).
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Figure 2: Illustration of the Euclidean-ball model in Theorem 3. The sets
X−,X+ ⊂ Bd2 consist of Euclidean balls of radius r, where the center points
are denoted by c−l and c+j , respectively. Note that the δ-separation only concerns
balls of different classes, while arbitrary intersections are allowed within each
class.

It is worth noting that in the limit case r = 0, the above statement is essentially consistent
with Theorem 2. On the other hand, Theorem 3 reveals the price of dealing with full-
dimensional sets instead of points: the bound on the output dimension n̂ scales exponentially
in terms of r2d. Thus, to avoid the curse of dimensionality, the radius needs to satisfy
r . 1/

√
d. Under this assumption, Theorem 3 certifies that random NNs can efficiently

separate (unstructured) collections of Euclidean balls.

1.3 Towards a General Separation Guarantee

So far, we have only considered specific examples of data sets. Our next theorem concerns
Problem 1 for arbitrary δ-separated classes. For a formal statement, we need to introduce
two important geometric parameters. The covering number of a bounded subset X ⊂ Rd
at scale r > 0 is given by

N (X , r) := min
{
N ∈ N | ∃c1, . . . , cN ∈ Rd : X ⊂ ⋃j∈[N ] Bd2(cj , r)

}
, (8)

i.e., the smallest number of Euclidean balls of radius r required to cover X . Moreover, the
(Gaussian) mean width of X is defined as

w(X ) := Eg

[
sup
x∈X
〈g,x〉

]
,

where g ∼ N(0, Id) denotes a standard Gaussian random vector. Both N (X , r) and w(X )
are natural complexity measures, which are well-established in high-dimensional geometry,

1. This observation is especially interesting when no obvious learning rule is available. On the other hand,
if the data carries more structure (e.g., X− and X+ are already linearly separable), there certainly exist
more effective approaches than randomized transforms.
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statistics, and signal processing, e.g., see Giannopoulos and Milman (2004); Chandrasekaran
et al. (2012); Talagrand (2014); Vershynin (2018).

Theorem 4 (General sets) There exist absolute constants c, C > 0 such that the follow-
ing holds.

Let X−,X+ ⊂ Bd2 be δ-separated sets and suppose that λ &
√

log(eλ/δ). Moreover,
let N− := N (X−, cδ2/λ) and N+ := N (X+, cδ2/λ). We assume that Φ : Rd → Rn and
Φ̂ : Rn → Rn̂ are two (independent) random ReLU-layers with maximal biases λ, λ̂ ≥ 0,
respectively, such that2

n & w2(cone(X− −X−) ∩ Sd−1) + w2(cone(X+ −X+) ∩ Sd−1),

n &
(
λ
δ

)8 ·
(
λ−2

(
w2(X−) + w2(X+)

)
+ log(2N−N+/η)

)
(9)

and (5) holds with α = w(X−) +w(X+) and θ as in (6). Then, given the two-layer random
NN F : Rd → Rn̂, x 7→ Φ̂(Φ(x)), with probability at least 1− η, the sets F (X−), F (X+) ⊂
λ̂Bn̂2 are linearly separable with margin cλ2/(λ̂θ).

Compared to Theorem 3, the above guarantee yields a much stronger statement due to the
use of the mean width as a complexity measure. To see this, let X+ ⊂ ⋃j∈[N+] Bd2(c+j , r)

be any covering of X+ at scale r = cλ−1δ2 and consider the following upper bound (see
Lemma 29):

w(X+) . w+ +
√

logN+, (10)

where w+ = maxj∈[N+]w(X+∩Bd2(c+j , r)). An analogous bound holds for X−. While using

the worst-case estimate w+ . r
√
d would lead to a similar bottleneck as in Theorem 3,

the localized mean width parameter w+ can be substantially smaller for structured data
sets. Typical examples are data residing on a low-dimensional manifold or contained in the
convex hull of finitely many points, see Remark 5 below for some concrete examples. On
the other hand, the covering number N+ reflects the global size of X+ in (10).

For these reasons, Theorem 4 takes an important step towards a general solution to
Problem 1, which meets our overall goal of instance-specific bounds for the separation
margin and layer widths. Having said this, the geometric parameters in this result only
capture the individual complexities of X− and X+, but remain silent about their mutual
arrangement. For instance, one would expect that two sets become easier to separate if
their “centers of mass” are farther apart, even though the minimal distance δ is small; see
Figure 5 in Section 2 for an illustration. In such scenarios, a non-uniform covering strategy
for X− and X+ is preferable, in the sense that data points far away from the decision
boundary should be covered by fewer but larger balls. The most general outcome of this
work, Theorem 10, makes this intuition precise by employing a novel notion of mutual
complexity (see Definition 8 and 9). We refer to Section 2 for an in-depth discussion and
further refinements due to Theorem 10. Finally, we emphasize that all previously presented
results follow from Theorem 10 as special cases, see Section 6 for detailed proofs.

We close this part with a few examples of concrete bounds on the mean width to highlight
its usefulness as a complexity measure:

2. Note that the first line in (9) is always satisfied if n & d, since we have that w2(Sd−1) � d. See also
Section 1.6 for a precise definition of cone(·).
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Remark 5 (Controlling the mean width) (1) Worst-case bound. Since X−,X+ ⊂ Bd2,
the mean width parameter in Theorem 4 satisfies the trivial bound

α = w(X−) + w(X+) . w(Bd2) �
√
d.

Thus, an exponential width of the second layer in terms of d allows us to solve Problem 1
for arbitrary δ-separated sets, regardless of their specific shape.

(2) Low-dimensional subspaces. As highlighted above, already much smaller networks can
achieve separation if the underlying classes carry more structure. A typical example of low-
complexity structure is a situation where X− and X+ reside in a union of low-dimensional
subspaces, say X−,X+ ⊂ ⋃j∈[N ] Lj ∩ Bd2 with dimLj � d. Then,

α = w(X−) + w(X+) . max
j∈[N ]

√
dimLj +

√
logN �

√
d,

assuming that N is not exponentially large (see Lemma 29).

(3) Point clouds and their convex hulls. Another important example of a low-complexity set
is the convex hull of finitely many points. Indeed, assuming X−,X+ ⊂ conv(x1, . . . ,xN ) ⊂ Bd2,
the mean width only scales logarithmically in N :

α = w(X−) + w(X+) ≤ 2 · w(conv(x1, . . . ,xN )) = 2 · w({x1, . . . ,xN}) .
√

logN,

where we have used a basic bound on the mean width (e.g., see Vershynin, 2015, Ex. 1.3.8)
and its invariance under taking the convex hull. Note that this bound particularly extends
the situation of finitely many data points from Theorem 2 to infinite data sets.

1.4 Proof Strategy

To keep our exposition as simple as possible, we will describe our proof strategy in the
prototypical situation of Euclidean balls from Theorem 3, see also Figure 2. Recall that
C− := {c−1 , . . . , c−N−} and C+ := {c+1 , . . . , c+N+} denote the center points of X− and X+,

respectively. For convenience, we also set X−l := Bd2(c−l , r) and X+
j := Bd2(c+j , r) so that

X− =
⋃
l∈[N−]X−l and X+ =

⋃
j∈[N+]X+

j .
Our data separation approach consists of a two-step procedure, which essentially corre-

sponds to the composition of the random layers Φ : Rd → Rn and Φ̂ : Rn → Rn̂. Although
Φ and Φ̂ both follow exactly the same random design (see Definition 1), we will see that
their purposes are different: while the first one already establishes a desirable geometrical
configuration under mild conditions, a major challenge is to show that one can actually
take advantage of it by applying a second (wider) random layer. The central finding of
our geometric analysis of Problem 1 is a subtle interplay between the separation capacity
of random NNs and their stability properties. In particular, we demonstrate that the lin-
earization of complicated data is possible on a global scale, without too much disturbing its
local geometry, e.g., Euclidean point distances.

To understand the effect of the first layer Φ, it is useful to take a coordinate-wise
perspective:

[Φ(x)]i =
√

2
n ReLU(〈wi,x〉+ bi), i = 1, . . . , n, x ∈ Rd,
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c+
j

<latexit sha1_base64="iSWzIP20vs3VjWdbXXaDbY7XnV8=">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</latexit>

c�l

<latexit sha1_base64="zc2A2HON047nBXLw/zq5v36ZeiI=">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</latexit>

Bd
2

<latexit sha1_base64="alxgIKFwHmSLsoh5QSaVj+YlwEE=">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</latexit>

H[wi, bi]
<latexit sha1_base64="+PMMJOcsMRDzlfYcijPpv2fLK0E=">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</latexit>wi

<latexit sha1_base64="MLMkr4LIXMlHf5OcAhdMSl4CcBU=">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</latexit>

c+
j

<latexit sha1_base64="iSWzIP20vs3VjWdbXXaDbY7XnV8=">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</latexit>

c�l

<latexit sha1_base64="zc2A2HON047nBXLw/zq5v36ZeiI=">AAACp3icbZFNb9NAEIY35quErxaOXFZESHCJ7BYBx6pcuFEkkkaq02h2PU5X3Q9rdwwKlk/8Ca7wr/g3rBMfqMtIu3r1PjvSOzui0ipQmv4ZJbdu37l7b+/++MHDR4+f7B88nQdXe4kz6bTzCwEBtbI4I0UaF5VHMELjmbj60PGzr+iDcvYLbSpcGlhbVSoJFK2L3ABdCtGctKvDi2K1P0mn6bb4TZH1YsL6Ol0djH7khZO1QUtSQwjnWVrRsgFPSmpsx3kdsAJ5BWs8j9KCwbBstrFb/jI6BS+dj8cS37r/djRgQtgYEV92McOQdeZ/WedU8N1FyDvNu8kDEim7vh6JyvfLRtmqJrRyl6isNSe3beGF8ihJb6IA6VUcistL8CApfuk4t/hNOmPAFk0uQhsvp4susdPtgIpId389IFL3RMKwSZkehZKrAauLtmlyb3jRtnFt2XBJN8X8cJq9nR59fjM5PukXuMeesxfsFcvYO3bMPrJTNmOSefaT/WK/k9fJp2SeLHZPk1Hf84xdqwT+AkfS12c=</latexit>

Bd
2

(b)(a)

Figure 3: Random hyperplanes in the input domain. (a) Each coordinate of the first
layer Φ : Rd → Rn can be associated with a random hyperplane H[wi, bi], where
wi ∼ N(0, Id) and bi is uniformly distributed on [−λ, λ]. Already a relatively few
of such hyperplanes are enough to separate every pair of center points (c−l , c

+
j ) ∈

C− × C+ at least once. For this, a sufficiently large bias parameter (λ & 1) is
vital, as it ensures a uniform tessellation of the input domain Bd2; otherwise, the
probability of separating points close to the boundary of Bd2 would become too
low. Subfigure (b) illustrates what could go wrong for λ = 0: if the center points
reside on a ray starting at the origin, a separation by hyperplanes without offsets
becomes impossible.

where wi ∈ Rd is the i-th row of the weight matrix W ∈ Rn×d and bi ∈ [−λ, λ] the
corresponding bias. Thus, [Φ(x)]i indicates on which side of the (unnormalized) random
hyperplane H[wi, bi] a given point x ∈ Rd lies. Our first major proof step (elaborated
in Theorem 26) shows that as long as λ & 1, the following holds with high probability:
for every pair of center points (c−l , c

+
j ) ∈ C− × C+, there are coordinates Il,j ⊂ [n] with

|Il,j | & δλ−1n such that H[wi, bi] separates c−l from c+j for all i ∈ Il,j , in fact

[Φ(c−l )]i = 0 and [Φ(c+j )]i & δ√
n
, (11)

see Figure 3 for an illustration. The key insight to show (11) is that the probability of a
single random hyperplane separating a fixed pair of δ-separated points is of order Ω(δλ−1),
see Theorem 18. Combining this with a Chernoff bound over all hyperplanes associated with
Φ then leads to a high-probability event of the above type. A remarkable fact about this
argument is that the required layer width n is very moderate, scaling only logarithmically
with the number of center points (see (7)).

A crucial part of (11) is that the corresponding coordinates in Φ(c−l ) are actually van-
ishing, due to the non-linear activation. Based on this, we can explicitly construct a
(normalized) hyperplane H[ul, τl] for each l ∈ [N−] that separates Φ(c−l ) and Φ(C+) with
margin µ̃ � δ2λ−1 (see Theorem 26). The resulting arrangement of the transformed sets

9
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<latexit sha1_base64="UUwlH7aZFm3+WyK30iIao+xjJi4=">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</latexit>

conv
�
F(C+)

�

<latexit sha1_base64="h+vUJJ41m0mIIFeOFm87F2rBcEQ=">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</latexit>

Rn
<latexit sha1_base64="D72P6Nmb1jNv1fvLuPiZXVWqZjM=">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</latexit>

F(c�l )<latexit sha1_base64="Sbp/uYUOJnKOCLHqs6UyDRJCkY0=">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</latexit>ul

<latexit sha1_base64="FSS9kORF9e/36AIVkmXBuKpcFq8=">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</latexit>

H[ul , tl ]

<latexit sha1_base64="41SA0tS6YYbx3zBvAjG+l8Z7ijY=">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</latexit>

Points of F(C+)
<latexit sha1_base64="kqdB93E2dSFmLgDp9q71IrUeAzQ=">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</latexit>

Points of F(C�)

Figure 4: The geometric effect of the first random ReLU-layer. For each l ∈ [N−],
the sets Φ(c−l ) and Φ(C+) are linearly separable, or equivalently, it holds that
Φ(C−)∩conv(Φ(C+)) = ∅, where conv(·) is the convex hull operator. One can pic-
ture conv(Φ(C+)) as a big “planet” which is orbited by small “satellites” namely
the transformed center points in Φ(C−). For symmetry reasons, an analogous
statement holds with high probability if the roles of C− and C+ are interchanged.

Φ(C−) and Φ(C+) resembles a big “planet” which is orbited by small “satellites” and is
illustrated in Figure 4.3

To conclude with the first layer, we need to ensure that the simplification achieved by Φ
does not only apply to the center points but to the entire data set. Indeed, leveraging
the geometry-preserving properties of random ReLU-layers (i.e., Φ preserves `2-distances
between nearby points; see Theorem 19), it follows that Φ(X−l ) and Φ(X+) are also linearly
separable for every l ∈ [N−] (still with margin µ̃ � δ2λ−1, see Theorem 27). Hence, the
geometric picture of Figure 4 remains true when replacing C− and C+ by X− and X+,
respectively.4 As for (11), this reasoning requires the bias b to be large enough (i.e.,
λ &

√
log(λ/δ)) and exploits that it is uniformly distributed.

Let us now turn to the second layer Φ̂ : Rn → Rn̂, which builds directly on the geometric
situation after applying Φ. It is again helpful to treat each coordinate individually:

[Φ̂(x)]i =
√

2
n̂ ReLU(〈ŵi,x〉+ b̂i), i = 1, . . . , n̂, x ∈ Rn,

3. Note that such a geometric arrangement would not be achievable without some kind of non-linearity
in Φ. For example, imagine a series of points on a straight line where the class label ±1 alternates with
each point. This arrangement cannot be transformed into the situation in Figure 4 by an affine map,
which maps lines to lines.

4. Using such distance preservation properties of Φ is very different from a direct approach, according to
which a random hyperplane H[wi, bi] would separate pairs of balls (X−l ,X

+
j ). In fact, the latter event is

much less likely than the separation of single points by a random hyperplane (this will become clear with
Theorem 6 below). Instead, distance preservation is an integral property of the random layer, which
exploits information from all coordinates of Φ.
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where ŵi ∼ N(0, In) and b̂i is uniformly distributed on [−λ̂, λ̂]. Our main goal is to show
that for every l ∈ [N−] there exist sufficiently many coordinates i ∈ [n̂] such that

[Φ̂(Φ(X−l ))]i ≥ t√
n̂

and [Φ̂(Φ(X+))]i = 0, (12)

where t > 0 depends on the complexity of X− and X+; note that the vanishing coordinates
are associated with data from X+ instead of X−. Our basic strategy to establish (12) is
similar to (11), but there is a major difference: we now have to deal with the probability that
a random hyperplane separates the sets X̂−l := Φ(X−l ) and X̂+ := Φ(X+). The outcome
of the first layer implies the existence of a separator, e.g., H[ul, τl] (see also Figure 4), but
this does not mean that it is likely to be found by a single random draw.5 Certainly, the
probability of successful separation may not only depend on the distance between X̂−l and

X̂+, but also on their complexity and mutual arrangement. The following result makes
this concern precise and forms a key component of our analysis; its proof can be found
in Section 3.1. The notion of (ε, γ)-linear separability used below is formally introduced
in Definition 12; for now, it is useful to think of a refinement of linear separability that
captures how much a separating hyperplane for two sets can be perturbed, such that it is
still separates the sets.

Theorem 6 There exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that the following holds.
For ε ∈ [0, 1], γ > 0, and R ≥ 1, let X−,X+ ⊂ RBd2 be two (ε, γ)-linearly separable

sets6 and put µ := (1 − ε)γ. Let g ∼ N(0, Id) be a standard Gaussian vector and let τ
be uniformly distributed on [−λ, λ] for some λ > 0. For any t & w(X+ − X−) + R with
λ & Rtµ−1, the hyperplane H[g, τ ] t-separates X− from X+ with probability at least

t
λ · exp

(
−C · t2µ−2 · log(4(1− ε)−1)

)
. (13)

While the factor t/λ may become small due to the condition λ & Rtµ−1, the dominating
term in (13) is the exponential one. In fact, the central element of Theorem 6 is the mean
width w(X+ −X−), which dictates the severity of the exponential decay in (13).

An appropriate combination of Theorem 6 with a Chernoff bound will allow us to derive
a statement of the form (12). With this at hand, it is then relatively straightforward to
show that F (X−) = Φ̂(Φ(X−)) and F (X+) = Φ̂(Φ(X+)) are indeed linearly separable
(see Corollary 25). Noteworthy is that the resulting margin and the number of required
neurons n̂ both inherit the exponential scaling from (13), which is reflected in all presented
separation guarantees. This observation particularly explains why the mean width appears
as a natural measure of complexity for the data sets.

To the best of our knowledge, Theorem 6 is a new result and could be of independent
interest: it concerns the fundamental question of when pairs of sets are likely to be separated
by a random hyperplane and when not. Perhaps not very surprisingly, the probability of
success might scale poorly in the worst case, which is an inevitable consequence of the
concentration of measure phenomenon. But for highly structured (low-dimensional) sets,
the situation can be much more benign; finite point sets as considered in our analysis of the
first layer are a good example.

5. To be clear about this point, H[ul, τl] does explicitly depend on the unknown sets X− and X+. Hence,
in contrast to random hyperplanes, it cannot be used for practical purposes offhand.

6. Note that the notation for X− and X+ is generic here. In the proof of our main result, we will apply
Theorem 6 with X− := X̂+ and X+ := X̂−l .
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Remark 7 Using the definition of (ε, γ)-linear separability (see Definition 12), one can
show that w(X+−X−) . R

√
εd holds in the setup of Theorem 6. This general upper bound

indicates that in the worst case, the probability of separation may decrease exponentially
with the ambient dimension d (unless ε . 1

d).

1.5 Related Literature

The two-step separation procedure underlying our proofs (see Section 1.4) is inspired by
a construction of An et al. (2015). Their main result verifies that any two disjoint sets
X+,X− ⊂ Rd can be made linearly separable by a deterministic two-layer NN. However,
An et al. (2015) show a pure existence statement and their method is not feasible from an
algorithmic perspective, since the selected weight parameters explicitly depend on the sets
to be separated; furthermore, no informative bounds for the number of required neurons
are provided. By using random weights and suitable notions of complexity (namely mutual
covering), we are able to derive much more practical separation guarantees, which eliminate
the aforementioned shortcomings. This achievement entails novel mathematical ingredients,
most notably the separation capacity of random hyperplanes (see Theorem 6) and uniform
distance preservation by random ReLU-layers (see Theorem 19).

Below we will survey some works from the rich literature on random NNs that have
notable conceptual similarities to our work. We are not aware of a comparable result that
addresses the separation capacity of random NNs.

Approximation theory. A very active line of research investigates to what extent ran-
dom NNs are universal approximators (e.g., see Andoni et al., 2014; Sun et al., 2018; Yehudai
and Shamir, 2019; Needell et al., 2020; Hsu et al., 2021 and the references therein). Specif-
ically, one considers a class of real-valued functions on a domain in Rd (e.g., continuous
or Lipschitz functions), an approximation metric (typically the L2- or L∞-norm), and a
shallow NN consisting of a ReLU-layer with random weights followed by a linear layer with
arbitrary weights (that may depend on the function to be approximated). The aforemen-
tioned works quantify which size of the random layer guarantees that the NN can reach a
pre-specified approximation error for every function in the given class. These results feature
an exponential bottleneck, in the sense that the width of the random layer needs to scale
exponentially in terms of the data dimension d to ensure accurate approximation (see also
Needell et al. (2020) for a refinement if the domain is a lower-dimensional smooth manifold).

In principle, one could try to approach Problem 1 by applying such an approximation
result to a function f : Rd → R that takes values +1 and −1 on X+ and X−, respectively.
However, existing approximation guarantees cannot certify a zero approximation error on
the two sets. In addition, even if an existing result would apply, it would lead to a more
pessimistic statement that involves a random ReLU-layer whose width scales exponentially
in terms of d, rather than the more refined, instance-specific complexity measures considered
here.

Learning with random features. The concept of random features was introduced by
Rahimi and Recht (2007) as a cheap computational alternative to kernel methods. The idea
is to construct a random feature map such that inner products between random data features
approximate kernel evaluations of the original data, provided that the feature dimension
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is high enough. A prime example are random Fourier features, which are designed to
approximate the Gaussian kernel (Rahimi and Recht, 2007). Instead of a computationally
expensive kernel method (e.g., kernel SVM), one can use a linear method (e.g., SVM) on the
random features. A previous line of research has analyzed the generalization error of such
methods, thereby quantifying the feature dimension that guarantees a performance on par
with the associated kernel method (e.g., see Rahimi and Recht, 2008; Rudi and Rosasco,
2017; Bach, 2017; Sun et al., 2018; Li et al., 2021 and Liu et al., 2020 for a survey). Several
of these results particularly apply when the feature map is a random ReLU-layer. Although
these works indicate that the data is transformed in a beneficial way for learning, they do
not have a direct connection to Problem 1. Perhaps the closest connection can be found in
Cao and Gu, 2019b, where it is shown that if the random ReLU feature function class from
Rahimi and Recht, 2008 can separate a finite set of data on the sphere, then a sufficiently
wide random ReLU layer (without bias) can make the same data linearly separable with
high probability, see Cao and Gu, 2019b, Asm. 4.10 and Lem. B.2. It is, however, unclear
how to extend this statement to infinite datasets and how this separability assumption
relates to the Euclidean separability assumption in Problem 1.

Neural tangent kernels and mean field regime. An intriguing finding of deep learning
theory is that training randomly initialized NNs via gradient descent in the infinite-width
limit is equivalent to kernel gradient descent with a specific type of kernel, called the neural
tangent kernel (NTK); see Jacot et al., 2018. The behaviour in the infinite-width limit
has partially motivated a line of work on the analysis of (stochastic) gradient descent for
training NNs in the overparametrized regime, starting from a random initialization, e.g.,
see Arora et al., 2019; Oymak and Soltanolkotabi, 2019; Li and Liang, 2018; Du et al.,
2019; Allen-Zhu et al., 2019; Zou and Gu, 2019; Cao and Gu, 2019a and the references
therein. These works have roughly shown that (S)GD can achieve an arbitrarily small
training (and sometimes even generalization) error if the NN is wide enough and, moreover,
the (S)GD iterates remain close to the initialization. The required width of the NN is
implicitly or explicitly linked to the NTK. Most closely connected to our work are Nitanda
et al., 2019; Ji and Telgarsky, 2020; Chen et al., 2019, which explicitly link the required
width to the separation capacity of the infinite-width NTK-feature map at initialization.
As part of the analysis it is shown that if the training data satisfies a separability condition
in the reproducing kernel Hilbert space induced by the infinite-width NTK, then the NTK-
feature map associated with the finite-width random NN at initialization makes the training
data linearly separable with high probability, e.g., see Ji and Telgarsky, 2020, Asm. 2.1,
Lem. 2.3 & Sec. 5. These results bear resemblance with Problem 1, but there are several
important differences. While we are primarily interested in the separation of infinite data
sets, these works focus on finite-sample scenarios. It is not clear how the latter could be
extended accordingly. Moreover, note that the NTK-feature map associated with a finite-
width random NN is not a random NN itself.7 Therefore, the aforementioned results do not
address Problem 1 as such and the bounds on the network width needed to achieve linear
separability are not directly comparable to ours.

7. If Fθ : Rd → R is a NN with (randomly initialized) weights θ, then the associated NTK-feature map is

x 7→ ∂Fθ(x)
∂θ

.
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Let us mention for completeness that the connection with the NTK arises due to our
choice of scaling in the ReLU layers. A different scaling leads to the mean field regime
(Mei et al., 2018). The key insight of Mei et al., 2018 is that in the infinite-width limit,
the gradient flow is captured by a specific non-linear partial differential equation (PDE).
Due to non-asymptotic bounds on the accuracy of this measure-valued PDE model, new
convergence results for (S)GD can be derived. The connection between the kernel and mean
field regimes is explained in detail in Mei et al., 2019, Sec. 4 and App. H.

Random embeddings. A key component of our analysis is the capability of random
ReLU-layers to preserve Euclidean distances with high probability (see Theorem 19). This
finding is related to results on non-linear random embeddings, which play a major role in
the field of quantized compressed sensing (e.g., see Jacques et al., 2013; Plan and Vershynin,
2014; Oymak and Recht, 2015; Cambareri et al., 2017; Dirksen and Mendelson, 2021; Dirk-
sen, 2019; Xu and Jacques, 2020; Dirksen et al., 2022a,b). In particular, our choice of the
bias vector (see Definition 1) is inspired by dithering, a technique that has already proven
useful in various signal reconstruction problems (Jacques and Cambareri, 2017; Dirksen and
Mendelson, 2018, 2021; Xu and Jacques, 2020; Jung et al., 2021). A remarkable new (and
somewhat counterintuitive) insight of the present work is that for appropriate non-linearities
like the ReLU-activation, desirable distance preservation properties and data separation can
be achieved simultaneously.

Theorem 19 is new in its own right and improves on a previous result by Giryes et al.
(2016), see also Giryes et al. (2020). It is also closely related to a work of Arpit and Bengio
(2019), who have investigated the capability of a random ReLU-layer as in Definition 1 (but
with bias b = 0) to preserve Euclidean norms.

Rare eclipse problem. Finally, we point out an interesting connection between the
separation capacity of random hyperplanes (see Theorem 6) and the rare eclipse problem
studied by Bandeira et al. (2017); Cambareri et al. (2017). In both cases, the goal is to use
a random transform T : Rd → Rk to map two linearly separable sets X+,X− ⊂ Rd into a
lower dimensional space Rk such that the following holds with a certain probability p:

T (X+) ∩ T (X−) = ∅. (14)

More specifically, the rare eclipse problem asks how small k can become such that (14)
holds with probability at least p = 1 − η, where η > 0 is fixed but can be arbitrarily
small. Using Gordon’s Escape Through a Mesh Theorem (Gordon, 1988), Bandeira et al.
(2017) have shown that if X+ and X− are disjoint, closed, and convex sets, then k &
w2(cone(X+ − X−) ∩ Sd−1) + log(η−1) ensures (14) with probability at least 1 − η, where
T ∈ Rk×d is a standard Gaussian random matrix.

In contrast, Theorem 6 considers a map of the form T (x) = 〈g,x〉 + τ , where g is a
standard Gaussian random vector and τ ∈ [−λ, λ] uniformly distributed for λ > 0 large
enough. If X+,X− ⊂ RBd2 are (ε, γ)-linearly separable (with some minimal distance),
then (14) holds with probability at least Rλ−1 exp(−Cw2(X+ − X−)), where C > 0 only
depends on ε, γ, and R. Hence, Theorem 6 guarantees disjoint sets even for a single
coordinate (k = 1), however at the expense of a worse probability of success. Remarkably,
the Gaussian mean width and the difference set X+ − X− play a key role both in the rare
eclipse problem and Theorem 6.
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1.6 Overview and Notation

The rest of the article is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present our main result,
Theorem 10, based on the notion of mutual complexity (see Definition 8 and 9). The
next two sections are then devoted to our main mathematical tools, namely separation by
random hyperplanes (Section 3) and distance preservation (Section 4). Finally, the proof
of Theorem 10 is given in Section 5, followed by a derivation of its variants (Theorem 2, 3,
and 4) in Section 6.

Before proceeding, let us fix some standard notations and conventions that are commonly
used in this paper. The letters c and C denote absolute (positive) constants, whose values
may change from line to line. We speak of an absolute constant if its value does not depend
on any other involved parameter. If an inequality holds up to an absolute constant C, we
usually write A . B instead of A ≤ C ·B. The notation A � B is a shortcut for A . B . A.

For d ∈ N, we set [d] := {1, . . . , d}. The cardinality of an index set I ⊂ [d] is de-
noted by |I|. Vectors and matrices are denoted by lower- and uppercase boldface letters,
respectively. The i-th entry of a vector z ∈ Rd is denoted by [z]i, or simply by zi if there
is no danger of confusion. We write Id ∈ Rd×d and 0 ∈ Rd for the identity matrix and
the zero vector in Rd, respectively. For 1 ≤ q ≤ ∞, we denote the `q-norm on Rd by
‖ · ‖q and the associated closed unit ball by Bdq . The Euclidean unit sphere is given by

Sd−1 := {z ∈ Rd | ‖z‖2 = 1}, and we also set Sd−1+ := Sd−1 ∩ [0,∞)d.
Let X ,X ′ ⊂ Rd and z ∈ Rd. The linear cone generated by X is denoted by cone(X ) :=

{vz̃ | z̃ ∈ X , v ≥ 0}. The Minkowski difference between X and X ′ is defined by X − X ′ :=
{z1 − z2 | z1 ∈ X , z2 ∈ X ′}, and we use the shortcut X − z := X − {z}. The distance
between z and X is dist(z,X ) := inf z̃∈X ‖z− z̃‖2. Moreover, the diameter and radius of X
are denoted by diam(X ) := supz1,z2∈X ‖z1− z2‖2 and rad(X ) := supz̃∈X ‖z̃‖2, respectively.

The Lq-norm of a real-valued random variable g is given by ‖g‖Lq := (E[|g|q])1/q. We
call g sub-Gaussian if ‖g‖ψ2

:= inf
{
v > 0 | E[exp(|g|2/v2)] ≤ 2

}
<∞; see Vershynin (2018,

Chap. 2 & 3) for more details on sub-Gaussian random variables and their properties.
Finally, we write g ∼ N(0, Id) if g is a standard Gaussian random vector in Rd.

The ceiling and floor function of z ∈ R are denoted by dze and bzc, respectively.

2. Main Separation Result and Mutual Complexity

This section presents our most general solution to Problem 1, containing all guarantees
from the introduction (Theorem 2, 3, and 4) as special cases. To formulate the main
result, Theorem 10, we require two important definitions formalizing the idea of mutual
complexity between two sets. The first one can be seen as a refinement of the uniform
covering introduced in (8):

Definition 8 (Mutual covering) Let X+,X− ⊂ Rd and λ > 0.
We call C+ := {c+1 , . . . , c+N+} ⊂ Rd and C− := {c−1 , . . . , c−N−} ⊂ Rd a λ-mutual covering

for X+ and X− if there exist r+1 , . . . , r
+
N+ ≥ 0 and r−1 , . . . , r

−
N− ≥ 0 such that

(i) the sets X+
j := X+∩Bd2(c+j , r

+
j ) for j ∈ [N+], and X−l := X−∩Bd2(c−l , r

−
l ) for l ∈ [N−],

cover X+ and X−, respectively;

(ii) r+j ≤ λ−1 dist2(c+j , C−) for all j ∈ [N+], and r−l ≤ λ−1 dist2(c−l , C+) for all l ∈ [N−].
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Figure 5: Mutual covering. This figure illustrates the geometric idea underlying Defini-
tion 8: those parts of X− and X+ further away from the decision boundary may
be covered by larger, and therefore fewer, Euclidean balls.

Furthermore, the sets X+
1 , . . . ,X+

N+ ⊂ X+ and X−1 , . . . ,X−N− ⊂ X− are referred to as the
components of the covering.

Although the notion of λ-mutual covering involves some technicalities, it is conceptually
simple: We allow X− and X+ to be covered by Euclidean balls of any radius, as long as the
balls corresponding to different classes do not get too close in the sense of condition (ii). This
constraint is also consistent with the setting of Theorem 4, which is obtained by choosing
r+j = r−l = cδ2/λ. However, Definition 8 is much more flexible and accounts for the mutual

arrangement of the classes. For example, those parts of X− that are far away from the
decision boundary may be covered by a few large balls, while smaller radii are only needed
for data closer to X+; see Figure 5 for an illustration. In general, this strategy leads to
more efficient coverings and motivates the following geometric complexity parameters:

Definition 9 (Mutual complexity) Let X+,X− ⊂ Rd and δ, λ > 0.
We say that X+ and X− have (R, δ, λ)-mutual complexity (N+, N−, w+, w−) if there

exists a λ-mutual covering C+ = {c+1 , . . . , c+N+} and C− = {c−1 , . . . , c−N−} for X+ and X−
such that

(i) max
j∈[N+]

w(X+
j ) ≤ w+ and max

l∈[N−]
w(X−l ) ≤ w−;

(ii) C+, C− ⊂ RBd2 are δ-separated.

It is useful to keep in mind that the covering numbers N+ and N− reflect the global size
of X+ and X−, respectively, while w+ and w− should be viewed as local complexity measures
(cf. (10)). In contrast, the parameters (R, δ, λ) are not instance-specific and concern the
general problem setting.

We are now ready to state the main result of this work:

Theorem 10 (Main result) There exist absolute constants c, C,C ′ > 0 such that the
following holds.
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For R ≥ 1, let X−,X+ ⊂ RBd2 be δ-separated and let λ ≥ eδ be such that λ & R
√

log(λ/δ).
Furthermore, let X+ and X− have (R, δ, C ′λ)-mutual complexity (N+, N−, w+, w−). We
assume that Φ : Rd → Rn and Φ̂ : Rn → Rn̂ are two (independent) random ReLU-layers
with maximal biases λ, λ̂ ≥ 0, respectively, such that

n & w2(cone(X− −X−) ∩ Sd−1) + w2(cone(X+ −X+) ∩ Sd−1),

n &
(
λ
δ

)8 ·
(
λ−2

(
w− + w+

)2
+ log(2N−N+/η)

)
(15)

and

λ̂ &
(
λ
δ

)4 ·
(
w− + w(X+) + λ

)
,

n̂ &
(

λ̂
w−+w(X+)+λ

)
· exp

(
C ·
(
w− + w(X+) + λ

)2 · λ6 · δ−8 · log(λ/δ)
)
· log(N−/η).

(16)

Then, given the two-layer random NN F : Rd → Rn̂, x 7→ Φ̂(Φ(x)), with probability at least
1− η, the sets F (X−), F (X+) ⊂ λ̂Bn̂2 are linearly separable with margin

c · (w−+w(X+)+λ)2

λ̂
· exp

(
− C ·

(
w− + w(X+) + λ

)2 · λ6 · δ−8 · log(λ/δ)
)
. (17)

Despite a strong resemblance to Theorem 4, the above result entails several important
improvements. First, the exponential terms in (16) and (17) only depend on the localized
mean width w−, but not the covering number N−. Hence, the global size of X− does not
have any (negative) impact here. The situation is different for X+, whose complexity is still
captured by w(X+). In fact, the following adaption of (10) clarifies the role of N+:

w(X+) . w+ +R
√

logN+. (18)

The aforementioned asymmetry in Theorem 10 becomes especially useful when the set X+

is relatively “small” compared to X−. A prototypical example in this regard is a low-
complexity set (= X+), say a small Euclidean ball, which is surrounded by a hypersphere
(= X−); see Figure 6 for an illustration.

Another distinctive feature of Theorem 10 is the usage of mutual complexity. To under-
stand its merits over the uniform covering considered in Theorem 4, it is worth revisiting
the scenario of Figure 5: while the largest portion of the two classes is away from the
(δ-separated) decision boundary, only a few “outliers” are close to it. Thus, a uniform
covering would preset a very small radius (at the order O(λ−1δ2)), which is appropriate
for the outlier part but inefficient for the remaining bulk; this would lead to unnecessarily
large covering numbers and thereby to poor complexity bounds (cf. (18)). In contrast, our
mutual covering strategy is flexible enough to handle such data configurations. Therefore,
Theorem 10 indeed presents an instance-specific solution to Problem 1, including a variant
of outlier robustness.

Remark 11 (Possible extensions) For the sake of clarity, we have omitted some possible
variations and generalizations of Theorem 10, which are however relatively straightforward
to implement:
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Figure 6: An example of “asymmetric complexity” in the context of Theorem 10.
The set X− corresponds to a thin hypersphere (say Sd−1) around the origin,
surrounding a small concentric ball X+ = rBd2. If r . 1/

√
d, then w− and

w(X+) are of constant order. Crucially, the covering number N−, which scales
exponentially in d, has no detrimental effect on the condition (16).

(1) Symmetry. As discussed above, the asymmetric way of measuring complexity in The-
orem 10 can be advantageous in certain situations. On the other hand, it is obvious that
the roles of X− and X+ are interchangeable. Hence, Theorem 10 could be “symmetrized”
in this respect by a simple union bound argument.

(2) Non-linear activation. The considered random network design is tailored to the ReLU-
activation (see Definition 1). Nevertheless, our proof strategy is applicable to other func-
tions as well, e.g., the thresholding activation. This might involve a slight adaption of
Definition 8(ii) and lead to a different scaling of δ and λ in Theorem 10, but the qualitative
statement remains valid.

(3) Multiclass classification. While we have focused on binary labels for the sake of simplic-
ity, our main results can readily be extended to categorical data using a simple one-vs-rest
strategy. Assume we are given data from K different classes, say X 1,X 2, . . . ,XK ⊂ Rd.
Then, for any l ∈ [K], Theorem 10 implies that a sufficiently large random NN separates
X+ := X l and X− :=

⋃
k∈[K]\{l}X k with high probability. Taking the union bound over

these K events, we conclude that with high probability a single, large random NN F makes
each individual set F (X 1), . . . , F (XK) linearly separable from the remaining ones. Analo-
gously to the binary case, this separation property allows us to train a standard one-vs-rest
SVM classifier on the transformed data sets.

3. Separation by Random Hyperplanes

The goal of this section is to prove Theorem 6, which is our main result on the separation
of two sets by a random hyperplane. Before outlining the main steps of our proof, let us
define the relevant notions of separability.
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Definition 12 Let X+,X− ⊂ Rd.

(a) Let v ∈ Rd\{0}, τ ∈ R and t ≥ 0. A hyperplane H[v, τ ] t-separates X− from X+ if

〈v,x−〉+ τ ≤ −t for all x− ∈ X−,

〈v,x+〉+ τ > +t for all x+ ∈ X+.

If t = 0, we simply say that H[v, τ ] separates X− from X+.

(b) Let ε ∈ [0, 1] and γ > 0. We say that X+ and X− are (ε, γ)-linearly separable if X+

and X− are γ-separated (see Problem 1) and there exists u ∈ Sd−1 such that

〈u,x+ − x−〉 ≥ (1− ε)‖x+ − x−‖2 for all x+ ∈ X+ and x− ∈ X−.

Recall from (1) that X+ and X− are called linearly separable with margin t if they
are t-separated by a hyperplane H[v, τ ] with ‖v‖2 = 1. In comparison, (ε, γ)-linearly
separability is a strictly stronger condition (see also Proposition 13(iii) below). Intuitively, it
captures how much a separating hyperplane can be perturbed, such that it still separates the
sets X+ and X−; geometrically, the parameter ε controls the narrowness of cone(X+−X−).

Proof sketch for Theorem 6. By a rescaling argument, we can assume that R = 1. For
a k ∈ N specified below, we represent the standard Gaussian vector g ∈ Rd by g = GTv′,
where G ∈ Rk×d is a standard Gaussian matrix, v′ ∈ Sk−1 is uniformly distributed, and
G,v′ are independent. We then observe that, for any ρ ≥ 0, the hyperplane H[g, τ ]
ρ-separates X− from X+ if and only if the hyperplane H[

√
kv′, τ ] ρ-separates 1√

k
GX−

from 1√
k
GX+. Therefore, one can prove Theorem 6 by first showing that for k large enough,

the sets 1√
k
GX− and 1√

k
GX+ are again linearly separable with constant probability and sec-

ond, showing that conditioned on this event the hyperplane H[
√
kv′, τ ] ρ-separates 1√

k
GX−

and 1√
k
GX+ with probability p, where ρ and p are specified in Theorem 6. Specifically, the

main technical steps are:

1. to show that if
k & γ−2(1− ε)−2(w2(X+ −X−) + 1),

then the linear transformation 1√
k
Gmaps the (ε, γ)-linearly separable sets X− and X+

to (1+ε2 , γ2 )-linearly separable sets 1√
k
GX− and 1√

k
GX+ with probability at least 1

2 .

2. to derive a general separation result for two (ε, γ)-linearly separable sets by a ran-
dom hyperplane H[v, τ ], where v is uniformly distributed on Euclidean sphere (see
Theorem 14 and Corollary 15).

Let us now give the proof in full detail. We start with a simple proposition that relates
our notions of separability.

Proposition 13 Let X+,X− ⊂ Rd. The following relationships hold:

(i) If X+ and X− are linearly separable with margin µ, then they are 2µ-separated.
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(ii) If a hyperplane H[u, τ ] t-separates X− from X+, then X+ and X− are linearly sepa-
rable with margin t/‖u‖2.

(iii) If X+ and X− are (ε, γ)-linearly separable, then they are linearly separable with margin
(1−ε)γ

2 .

(iv) If X+ and X− are linearly separable with margin µ and diam(X+ − X−) ≤ R, then
they are (R−2µR , 2µ)-linearly separable.

Proof To show (i), observe that by assumption there exist u ∈ Sd−1 and τ ∈ R such that

〈u,x−〉+ τ ≤ −µ for all x− ∈ X−,
〈u,x+〉+ τ ≥ +µ for all x+ ∈ X+.

It follows that 〈u,x+ − x−〉 ≥ 2µ for all x+ ∈ X+,x− ∈ X−. By the Cauchy-Schwarz
inequality, 〈u,x+ − x−〉 ≤ ‖x+ − x−‖2, which shows the claim. For (ii), it suffices to note
that if H[u, τ ] t-separates X− from X+, then H[ u

‖u‖2 ,
τ
‖u‖2 ] t

‖u‖2 -separates X− from X+.

Let us next show (iii). If X+ and X− are (ε, γ)-linearly separable, then there exists u ∈ Sd−1
such that

〈u,x+ − x−〉 ≥ (1− ε)γ for all x+ ∈ X+ and x− ∈ X−.

Set τ = − (1−ε)γ
2 + infx−∈X−〈u,−x−〉. Fix x′ ∈ X+. Since

inf
x−∈X−

〈u,−x−〉 = −〈u,x′〉+ inf
x−∈X−

〈u,x′ − x−〉 ≥ −〈u,x′〉+ (1− ε)γ,

we see that τ ∈ R. Further, for any x− ∈ X−,

〈u,x−〉+ τ = 〈u,x−〉 − (1−ε)γ
2 + inf

x−∈X−
〈u,−x−〉

= 〈u,x−〉 − sup
x−∈X−

〈u,x−〉 − (1−ε)γ
2 ≤ − (1−ε)γ

2

and for any x+ ∈ X+,

〈u,x+〉+ τ = 〈u,x+〉 − (1−ε)γ
2 + inf

x−∈X−
〈u,−x−〉

= inf
x−∈X−

〈u,x+ − x−〉 − (1−ε)γ
2 ≥ (1−ε)γ

2 .

Since ‖u‖2 = 1, it follows that the hyperplane H[u, τ ] linearly separates X− and X+ with

margin (1−ε)γ
2 . Finally, let us show (iv). By (i) we know that X+ and X− are 2µ-separated.

Let u ∈ Sd−1 and τ ∈ R be such that

〈u,x−〉+ τ ≤ −µ for all x− ∈ X−,
〈u,x+〉+ τ ≥ +µ for all x+ ∈ X+.

It follows that 〈u,x+ − x−〉 ≥ 2µ for all x+ ∈ X+,x− ∈ X−. Since diam(X+ − X−) ≤ R,
we also have 2µ ≥ 2µ

R ‖x+ − x−‖2 for all x+ ∈ X+,x− ∈ X−. Together this yields

〈u,x+ − x−〉 ≥
(
1− R−2µ

R

)
‖x+ − x−‖2 for all x+ ∈ X+ and x− ∈ X−. �
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The next result gives a lower bound for the probability that a random hyperplane H[v, τ ]
separates two (ε, γ)-linearly separable sets X+,X− ⊂ RBd2, where τ ∈ [−λ, λ] is uniformly
distributed for λ ≥ R and v is uniformly distributed on Sd−1. As detailed in our above proof
sketch, this result (more precisely, Corollary 15) forms a crucial ingredient of our proof of
Theorem 6.

Theorem 14 There exist absolute constants c, C > 0 such that the following holds.
For ε ∈ [0, 1] and γ > 0, consider (ε, γ)-linearly separable sets X+,X− ⊂ RBd2. Let

v ∈ Sd−1 and τ ∈ [−λ, λ] be both uniformly distributed. If λ ≥ R, then with probability at
least

cγλ(1− ε)(√ε+ 1√
d
) exp(−Cεd log(2(1− ε)−1)),

the hyperplane H[v, τ ] t-separates X− from X+ with t = cγ(1− ε)(√ε+ 1√
d
).

Corollary 15 There exist absolute constants c, C > 0 such that the following holds.
For ε ∈ [0, 1] and γ > 0, consider (ε, γ)-linearly separable sets X+,X− ⊂ RBd2. Let

ν > 0. Let v ∈ Sd−1 and τ ∈ [−λ, λ] be both uniformly distributed. If λ ≥ νR, then with
probability at least

cνγλ (1− ε)(√ε+ 1√
d
) exp(−Cεd log(2(1− ε)−1)),

the hyperplane H[νv, τ ] t-separates X− from X+ with t = cγ(1− ε)(√ε+ 1√
d
)ν.

Proof For t ≥ 0 the hyperplane H[νv, τ ] tν-separates X− from X+ if and only if
the hyperplane H[v, 1ν τ ] t-separates X− from X+. The random variable τ ′ := 1

ν τ is

uniformly distributed on [−λ′, λ′] for λ′ = λ
ν . The result follows from Theorem 14 for

t = cγ(1− ε)(√ε+ 1√
d
).

For the proof of Theorem 14, we need the following standard result (e.g., see Boucheron
et al., 2013, Sec. 7.2), which precisely describes the surface measure of a spherical cap.

Lemma 16 Let v ∈ Sd−1 be uniformly distributed. Let δ ∈ (0, 1] and d ≥ 2δ−2. For any
u ∈ Sd−1, we have that

1
6δ
√
d
(1− δ2)

d−1
2 ≤ P (〈v,u〉 ≥ δ) ≤ 1

2δ
√
d
(1− δ2)

d−1
2 .

If additionally δ ≤ 1√
2
, then

P (〈v,u〉 ≥ δ) ≥ 1
2 exp(−2δ2d).

Proof [Theorem 14] For θ ≥ 0 define the event8

Av(θ) :=
{

inf
x+∈X+,x−∈X−

〈v,x+ − x−〉 ≥ θ
}
.

8. Formally, all events should be understood in the ordinary sense of probability theory, i.e., measurable
subsets of some appropriate sample space. Note that the underlying probability space is not explicitly
mentioned here. Our analysis does not require any treatment of measure theoretic issues, and we simply
assume that the probability space is rich enough to model all random quantities and processes that we
are interested in.
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For any s ≥ 0, we have that

P(H[v, τ ] s-separates X− from X+)

≥ P({H[v, τ ] s-separates X− from X+} ∩ Av(θ))

= p1(s, θ) · p2(θ),

where

p1(s, θ) := P(H[v, τ ] s-separates X− from X+ | Av(θ)) and p2(θ) := P(Av(θ)).

Next, we bound both factors p1(s, θ) and p2(θ) from below.

Lower bound for p1(s, θ). Let us show that if λ ≥ R, then for s ≤ θ
2 ,

P(H[v, τ ] s-separates X− from X+ | Av(θ)) ≥ θ−2s
2λ .

If λ ≥ R, then a := supx−∈X−〈v,x−〉 ∈ [−λ, λ] and b := infx+∈X+〈v,x+〉 ∈ [−λ, λ].
Further, on the event Av(θ) it holds b− a ≥ θ. Let s ≤ θ

2 . If −τ ∈ [a+ s, b− s], then

〈v,x−〉+ τ ≤ −s for all x− ∈ X−,
〈v,x+〉+ τ ≥ +s for all x+ ∈ X+.

Since Pτ (−τ ∈ [a+ s, b− s]) ≥ θ−2s
2λ , this shows

Pτ (H[v, τ ] s-separates X− from X+ | Av(θ)) ≥ θ−2s
2λ .

For s = θ
4 we obtain

P(H[v, τ ] θ4 -separates X− from X+) ≥ θ
4λ · p2(θ). (19)

Lower bound for p2(θ). Set X := cone(X+ −X−) ∩ Sd−1 and for δ ∈ [0, 1] define

αε(δ) := max{δ −
√

2ε, 1− ε−
√

2
√

1− δ}.

Since X+ and X− are (ε, γ)-linearly separable there exists u ∈ Sd−1 such that

〈u, z〉 ≥ 1− ε for all z ∈ X . (20)

Let us show that for any δ ∈ [0, 1] with αε(δ) ≥ 0,

{〈v,u〉 ≥ δ} ⊂ Av(αε(δ)γ). (21)

First observe that for any δ ∈ [0, 1],

{〈v,u〉 ≥ δ} ⊂
{

inf
z∈X
〈v, z〉 ≥ αε(δ)

}
. (22)

Indeed, by (20), ‖z − u‖2 ≤
√

2ε for every z ∈ X . Since v ∈ Sd−1 it follows

〈v, z〉 ≥ 〈v,u〉 − ‖z − u‖2 ≥ 〈v,u〉 −
√

2ε ≥ δ −
√

2ε for all z ∈ X , (23)
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if 〈v,u〉 ≥ δ. Moreover, 〈v,u〉 ≥ δ ⇔ ‖v − u‖2 ≤
√

2
√

1− δ. Therefore, if 〈v,u〉 ≥ δ then
for every z ∈ X ,

〈v, z〉 ≥ 〈u, z〉 − ‖v − u‖2 ≥ 1− ε−
√

2
√

1− δ. (24)

Inequalities (23) and (24) imply (22). If infz∈X 〈v, z〉 ≥ αε(δ) and αε(δ) ≥ 0, the following
holds for every x+ ∈ X+,x− ∈ X−:

〈v,x+ − x−〉 ≥ αε(δ)‖x+ − x−‖2 ≥ αε(δ)γ,

where for the second inequality we used that αε(δ) ≥ 0 and that X+ and X− are γ-separated.
In combination with (22) this shows (21). From (21) it follows that for every δ ∈ [0, 1] with
αε(δ) ≥ 0 and every θ ≤ αε(δ)γ,

p2(θ) ≥ P(〈v,u〉 ≥ δ). (25)

In order to bound the probability on the right hand side from below, we distinguish the
cases ε ≤ 1

32 and ε > 1
32 .

Case ε ≤ 1
32

. If δ ∈ [0, 1] satisfies δ ≥
√

8ε, then δ −
√

2ε ≥ δ
2 , which implies αε(δ) ≥

δ
2 ≥ 0. Therefore, by (25) the following holds: For all δ ∈ [

√
8ε, 1],

p2(
δ
2γ) ≥ P(〈v,u〉 ≥ δ).

By Lemma 16 we obtain that for all δ ∈ (
√

8ε, 1√
2
] with d ≥ 2δ−2,

p2(
δ
2γ) ≥ 1

2 exp(−2δ2d).

Applying (19) for θ = δ
2γ, we obtain that for all δ ∈ (

√
8ε, 1√

2
] with d ≥ 2δ−2,

P(H[v, τ ] δγ8 -separates X− from X+) ≥ δγ
8λ · 12 exp(−2δ2d).

The choice δ =
√

8ε+
√

2
d , which satisfies δ ∈ (

√
8ε, 1√

2
] and d ≥ 2δ−2, yields

P(H[v, τ ] γ8 (
√

8ε+
√

2
d)-separates X− from X+) ≥ cγλ(

√
ε+ 1√

d
) · exp(−Cεd)

for absolute constants c, C > 0. The result in the case ε ≤ 1
32 follows by observing that

1− ε ∼ 1.

Case ε > 1
32

. Set δ′ = 1− 1
4(1− ε)2. Then δ′ ∈ [0, 1] and αε(δ

′) ≥ 1− ε−
√

2
√

1− δ′ =
(1− 1√

2
)(1−ε) ≥ 1

4(1−ε) ≥ 0. Therefore, by (25) in combination with Lemma 16 we obtain

p2(
1
4(1− ε)γ) ≥ 1

6δ′
√
d
(1− δ′2)

d−1
2 .

Observe that

1
6δ′
√
d
(1− δ′2)

d−1
2 ≥ 1

6
√
d

exp(−d log((1− δ′2)−1))
≥ 1

6
√
d

exp(−d log((1− δ′)−1))
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= 1
6
√
d

exp(−2d log(2(1− ε)−1))
≥ exp(−3d log(2(1− ε)−1)).

Applying (19) for θ = 1
4(1− ε)γ, we obtain

P(H[v, τ ] (1−ε)γ
16 -separates X− from X+) ≥ (1−ε)γ

16λ · exp(−3d log(2(1− ε)−1)).

The result in the case ε > 1
32 follows by observing that

√
ε + 1√

d
∼ 1 and ε ∼ 1. This

completes the proof.

3.1 Proof of Theorem 6

For the proof of Theorem 6, we need one final ingredient, namely Lemma 17 below. It gives
a sufficient condition under which a set contained in a spherical cone is again contained
in a spherical cone after a linear transformation. Using this lemma, we will show that
a Gaussian matrix with enough rows maps (ε, γ)-linear separable sets to (1+ε2 , γ2 )-linearly
separable sets with constant probability (see step 1 of the proof sketch at the beginning of
Section 3).

Lemma 17 Let u ∈ Sd−1, t ∈ [0, 1], and X ⊂ RBd2 satisfy

〈u,x〉 ≥ t‖x‖2 for all x ∈ X .

For κ ∈ (0, 12 ], α, β ∈ [0, R] and A ∈ Rk×d assume that the following holds:

(i) (1− κ)‖u‖22 ≤ ‖Au‖22 ≤ (1 + κ)‖u‖22,

(ii) ‖u− x‖2 − α ≤ ‖Au−Ax‖2 ≤ ‖u− x‖2 + α for all x ∈ X ,

(iii) ‖x‖2 − β ≤ ‖Ax‖2 ≤ ‖x‖2 + β for all x ∈ X .

Then, we have that AX ⊂ 2RBk2 and

〈 Au
‖Au‖2 ,Ax〉 ≥

t√
1+κ
‖Ax‖2 − κ√

2
−
√

2(32R+ t)β − 3√
2
(1 +R)α for all x ∈ X . (26)

Proof For any x ∈ X ,

∣∣‖Ax‖22 − ‖x‖22
∣∣ =

∣∣‖Ax‖2 − ‖x‖2
∣∣ ·
∣∣‖Ax‖2 + ‖x‖2

∣∣ ≤ β(2‖x‖2 + β) ≤ 3Rβ.

Analogously, ∣∣‖Au−Ax‖22 − ‖u− x‖22
∣∣ ≤ 3(1 +R)α.

Therefore,

〈Au,Ax〉 = 1
2‖Au‖22 + 1

2‖Ax‖22 − 1
2‖A(u− x)‖22

≥ 1
2(1− κ)‖u‖22 + 1

2‖x‖22 − 3
2Rβ − 1

2‖u− x‖22 − 3
2(1 +R)α

= 〈u,x〉 − κ
2‖u‖22 − 3

2Rβ − 3
2(1 +R)α
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≥ t‖x‖2 − κ
2 − 3

2Rβ − 3
2(1 +R)α

≥ t‖Ax‖2 − κ
2 − (32R+ t)β − 3

2(1 +R)α.

Using 1√
2
≤ ‖Au‖2 ≤

√
1 + κ, we obtain (26).

We are now ready to prove our main result on the separation of two sets by a random
hyperplane:

Proof [Theorem 6] First note that it suffices to prove the result for R = 1. Indeed, the
general result then follows by a rescaling argument.

Let k ∈ N. Let v′ ∈ Sk−1 be uniformly distributed, G ∈ Rk×d a standard Gaussian
matrix and τ ∈ [−λ, λ] be uniformly distributed. Let all random variables be independent.
We define the random vector g := GTv′ ∈ Rd and observe that it is standard Gaussian.
Indeed, one may write v′ = Qe1 where Q ∈ Rk×k is a uniform random orthogonal matrix
and e1 the first unit vector in Rk. Due to the rotational invariance of standard Gaussian
matrices, we have thatGTQ ∼ GT , and therefore, g = GTv′ = GTQe1 ∼ GTe1 ∼ N(0, Id).

Set A = 1√
k
G. For ε′ ∈ [0, 1], and γ′ ≥ 0, we define the event

Aε′,γ′ := {AX+,AX− ⊂ 5Bk2 are (ε′, γ′)-linearly separable}.

Using that g = AT
√
kv′, we obtain for any ρ ≥ 0,

P(H[g, τ ] ρ-separates X− from X+) (27)

= P(H[
√
kv′, τ ] ρ-separates AX− from AX+)

≥ P({H[
√
kv′, τ ] ρ-separates AX− from AX+} ∩ Aε′,γ′)

= P(H[
√
kv′, τ ] ρ-separates AX− from AX+ | Aε′,γ′) · P(Aε′,γ′).

Since X+ and X− are (ε, γ)-linearly separable, there exists a vector u ∈ Sd−1 such that

〈u,x+ − x−〉 ≥ (1− ε)‖x+ − x−‖2 for all x+ ∈ X+,x− ∈ X−.

For κ ∈ (0, 12 ], α ∈ [0, 2], β ∈ [0, γ2 ] define the event Bκ,α,β where:

1. (1− κ)‖u‖22 ≤ ‖Au‖22 ≤ (1 + κ)‖u‖22,

2. For all x+ ∈ X+,x− ∈ X−,

‖u− (x+ − x−)‖2 − α ≤ ‖Au−A(x+ − x−)‖2 ≤ ‖u− (x+ − x−)‖2 + α,

3. For all x+ ∈ X+,x− ∈ X−,

‖x+ − x−‖2 − β ≤ ‖A(x+ − x−)‖2 ≤ ‖x+ − x−‖2 + β,

4. There exists x− ∈ X− such that ‖Ax−‖22 ≤ (1 + κ)‖x−‖22,

5. There exists x+ ∈ X+ such that ‖Ax+‖22 ≤ (1 + κ)‖x+‖22.
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On the event Bκ,α,β we clearly have AX−,AX+ ⊂ 5Bk2 and ‖Ax+ − Ax−‖2 ≥ γ
2 for all

x+ ∈ X+, x− ∈ X−. Further, by applying Lemma 17 for X = X+ − X− ⊂ 2Bd2 and
t = 1− ε, we obtain that on the event Bκ,α,β,

〈 Au
‖Au‖2 ,A(x+−x−)〉 ≥

√
2
3(1− ε)‖A(x+−x−)‖2− κ√

2
−
√

2(3 + (1− ε))β− 3√
2
(1 + 2)α

for all x+ ∈ X+,x− ∈ X−. For κ . γ(1− ε) and α, β . γ(1− ε), we obtain

〈 Au
‖Au‖2 ,A(x+ − x−)〉 ≥ 1

2(1− ε)‖A(x+ − x−)‖2 for all x+ ∈ X+,x− ∈ X−.

Hence, if κ . γ(1 − ε) and α, β . γ(1 − ε), then Bκ,α,β ⊂ Aε′,γ′ for ε′ = 1+ε
2 and γ′ = γ

2 .

For this choice of ε′ and γ′, Corollary 15 implies that if λ ≥ 5
√
k, then

Pv′,τ (H[
√
kv′, τ ] cγ(1− ε)

√
k-separates AX− from AX+ | Aε′,γ′)

≥ cγ(1−ε)λ

√
k exp(−Ck log(4(1− ε)−1)).

Therefore, applying (27) with ρ = cγ(1 − ε)
√
k and ε′ = 1+ε

2 , γ′ = γ
2 , we obtain that if

λ ≥ 5
√
k, then

P(H[g, τ ] cγ(1− ε)
√
k-separates X− from X+) (28)

≥ cγ(1−ε)λ

√
k exp(−Ck log(4(1− ε)−1)) · P(Aε′,γ′)

≥ cγ(1−ε)λ

√
k exp(−Ck log(4(1− ε)−1)) · P(Bκ,α,β),

where the second inequality holds for κ . γ(1− ε) and α, β . γ(1− ε).
Let T ⊂ Rd be a set. By matrix deviation inequality for Gaussian matrices (e.g.,

see Vershynin, 2018, Sec. 9.1), if

k & θ−2(w2(T ) + log(2/η) rad2(T )),

then with probability at least 1− η,

sup
x∈T

∣∣‖Ax‖2 − ‖x‖2
∣∣ ≤ θ.

Hence, a union bound implies that if

k & κ−2 log(2/η), k & (α−2 + β−2)(w2(X+ −X−) + log(2/η)),

then Bκ,α,β occurs with probability at least 1− η. In particular, if

k & γ−2(1− ε)−2(w2(X+ −X−) + 1),

then Bκ,α,β with κ ∼ γ(1 − ε) and α, β ∼ γ(1 − ε) occurs with probability at least 1
2 .

Combining this result with (28), we obtain that if

k & γ−2(1− ε)−2(w2(X+ −X−) + 1), λ ≥ 5
√
k,

then

P(H[g, τ ] cγ(1− ε)
√
k-separates X− from X+) ≥ cγ(1−ε)2λ

√
k exp(−Ck log(4(1− ε)−1)).

Let µ := γ(1− ε). Setting k = µ−2t2 completes the proof.
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3.2 Separation of Two Points

The following result concerns the separation of two arbitrary points by a random hyperplane,
and does not follow directly from Theorem 6. It can be shown in a more elementary way,
leading to a stronger statement.

Theorem 18 There exist absolute constants c, C > 0 such that the following holds.

Let x−,x+ ∈ RBd2. Let g ∈ Rd denote a standard Gaussian random vector and let
τ ∈ [−λ, λ] be uniformly distributed. If λ ≥ CR, then with probability at least c‖x+−x−‖2/λ,
the hyperplane H[g, τ ] ‖x+ − x−‖2-separates x− from x+.

Proof Since x+−x−
‖x+−x−‖2 ∈ Sd−1, the random variable 〈g, x+−x−

‖x+−x−‖2 〉 is standard Gaussian.

Therefore,

P(〈g,x+ − x−〉 ≥ 4‖x+ − x−‖2) ≥ c
for an absolute constant c > 0. Further, we have the inequalities

P(〈g,x+〉 ≤ λ) ≥ 1− exp(−λ2/2‖x+‖22) ≥ 1− exp(−λ2/2R2)

and

P(〈g,x−〉 ≥ −λ) ≥ 1− exp(−λ2/2R2).

Define the event

A := {〈g,x+ − x−〉 ≥ 4‖x+ − x−‖2} ∩ {〈g,x+〉 ≤ λ} ∩ {〈g,x−〉 ≥ −λ}.

By the above, P(A) ≥ c − 2 exp(−λ2/2R2). Therefore, if λ ≥ CR for C > 0 an absolute
constant that is chosen large enough, then P(A) ≥ c

2 . Let us show that

Pτ (H[g, τ ] ‖x+ − x−‖2-separates x− from x+ | A) ≥ ‖x+−x−‖2
λ .

Indeed, on the event A it holds 〈g,x+〉, 〈g,x−〉 ∈ [−λ, λ] and 〈g,x+−x−〉 ≥ 4‖x+−x−‖2.
In particular, the interval I := [〈g,x−〉 + ‖x+ − x−‖2, 〈g,x+〉 − ‖x+ − x−‖2] belongs to
[−λ, λ] with |I| ≥ 2‖x+−x−‖2. If −τ ∈ I, then H[g, τ ] ‖x+−x−‖2-separates x− from x+.
Therefore,

Pτ (H[g, τ ] ‖x+ − x−‖2-separates x− from x+ | A) ≥ Pτ (−τ ∈ I | A) = |I|
2λ ≥

‖x+−x−‖2
λ .

The result now follows from

P(H[g, τ ] ‖x+ − x−‖2-separates x− from x+)

≥ P({H[g, τ ] ‖x+ − x−‖2-separates x− from x+} ∩ A)

= P(H[g, τ ] ‖x+ − x−‖2-separates x− from x+ | A) · P(A)

≥ ‖x+−x−‖2
λ · c2 .
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4. Distance Preservation

The following theorem describes how the Euclidean geometry of two sets X−,X+ is trans-
formed by applying a random ReLU-layer. It shows that with high probability, Euclidean
distances are approximately preserved provided that both the layer is wide and the bias
parameter λ is large enough.

Theorem 19 There exist absolute constants C,C ′, c > 0 such that the following holds.

Let X−,X+ ⊂ RBd2 and let Φ : Rd → Rn be a random ReLU-layer with maximal bias
λ ≥ 0. If λ ≥ CR

√
log(λ2/ε) for 0 < ε ≤ λ2/e, and

n ≥ C ′ε−2λ2
(
w2(X+) + w2(X−) + u2λ2

)
, (29)

then with probability at least 1− 2 exp(−cu2), the following three events occur:

(i) For all x+ ∈ X+,x− ∈ X−, we have

∣∣∣‖Φ(x+)− Φ(x−)‖22 − ‖x+ − x−‖22
(

1−
√

2
π
‖x+−x−‖2

3λ

)∣∣∣ ≤ ε. (30)

(ii) For all x ∈ X− ∪ X+, we have

∣∣∣‖Φ(x)‖22 −
(
‖x‖22 + λ2

3

)∣∣∣ ≤ ε. (31)

(iii) For all x+ ∈ X+,x− ∈ X−, we have

∣∣∣〈Φ(x+),Φ(x−)〉 −
(
〈x+,x−〉+ λ2

3 +
√

2
π
1
6
‖x+−x−‖32

λ

)∣∣∣ ≤ ε. (32)

The following two results are straightforward corollaries of (31) and (30) in Theorem 19,
respectively.

Corollary 20 There exist absolute constants C,C ′ > 0 such that the following holds.

Let X ⊂ RBd2 and let Φ : Rd → Rn be a random ReLU-layer with maximal bias λ ≥ 0.
For any η ∈ (0, 1), if λ ≥ CR and

n ≥ C ′
(
λ−2w2(X ) + log(e/η)

)
,

then Φ(X ) ⊂ λBn2 with probability at least 1− η.

Corollary 21 There exist absolute constants C,C ′ > 0 such that the following holds.

Let X−,X+ ⊂ RBd2 be δ-separated sets and let Φ : Rd → Rn be a random ReLU-layer
with maximal bias λ ≥ 0. For any η ∈ (0, 1), if λ ≥ CR

√
log(λ/δ), λ/δ ≥ e, and

n ≥ C ′δ−4λ2
(
w2(X+) + w2(X−) + log(e/η)λ2

)
,

then Φ(X−) and Φ(X+) are δ
2 -separated with probability at least 1− η.
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Let us outline the main steps of the proof of Theorem 19. Note that it suffices to show
(32). Indeed, (31) trivially follows from (32). Further, (30) follows from (32) and (31) by
polarization. To show (32), we proceed in two steps:

1. Compute the expected value of 〈Φ(x+),Φ(x−)〉 for two arbitrary points x+,x− ∈ RBd2
(see Proposition 22).

2. Show uniform concentration of 〈Φ(x+),Φ(x−)〉 around its expected value using a con-
centration result for empirical product processes due to Mendelson (2016, Thm. 1.13).

Proposition 22 There exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that the following holds.
Let Φ : Rd → Rn be a random ReLU-layer with maximal bias λ ≥ 0. If λ ≥ CR

√
log(λ2/ε)

and λ2/ε ≥ e, then for any x+,x− ∈ RBd2, we have that

∣∣∣E[〈Φ(x+),Φ(x−)〉]−
(
〈x+,x−〉+ λ2

3 +
√

2
π
1
6
‖x+−x−‖32

λ

)∣∣∣ ≤ ε.

To prove Proposition 22, we will make use of the following lemma:

Lemma 23 Let τ ∈ [−λ, λ] be uniformly distributed. For a, b ∈ [−λ, λ],

E[ReLU(a+ τ) ReLU(b+ τ)] = ab
2 + (min{a,b})2 max{a,b}

4λ − (min{a,b})3
12λ + (a+ b)λ4 + λ2

6 .

Proof We may assume that a ≤ b. Then

E[ReLU(a+ τ) ReLU(b+ τ)] = E[(a+ τ)1τ≥−a(b+ τ)1τ≥−b]

= E[(a+ τ)(b+ τ)1τ≥−a]

= 1
2λ

∫ λ

−a
(ab+ (a+ b)s+ s2)ds

= 1
2λ

(
ab(λ+ a) + (a+ b)(λ

2

2 − a2

2 ) + λ3

3 + a3

3

)

= ab
2 + a2b

4λ − a3

12λ + (a+ b)λ4 + λ2

6

= ab
2 + (min{a,b})2 max{a,b}

4λ − (min{a,b})3
12λ + (a+ b)λ4 + λ2

6 .

Proof [Proposition 22] Clearly, we have that

E[〈Φ(x+),Φ(x−)〉] = 2 · E[ReLU(〈g,x+〉+ τ) ReLU(〈g,x−〉+ τ)],

where g denotes a standard Gaussian vector and τ ∈ [−λ, λ] is an independent and uniformly
distributed random variable. Let us begin by showing that

E
[
〈g,x+〉〈g,x−〉

2 + (min{〈g,x+〉,〈g,x−〉})2 max{〈g,x+〉,〈g,x−〉}
4λ − (min{〈g,x+〉,〈g,x−〉})3

12λ

+ λ(〈g,x+〉+〈g,x−〉)
4 + λ2

6

]

= 1
2

(
〈x+,x−〉+ λ2

3 +
√

2
π
1
6
‖x+−x−‖32

λ

)
. (33)
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Since E[〈g,x+〉〈g,x−〉] = 〈x+,x−〉 for any vectors x+,x− ∈ Rd and we have E[〈g,x+〉] =
E[〈g,x−〉] = 0, this amounts to showing that

E
[
3(min{〈g,x+〉, 〈g,x−〉})2 max{〈g,x+〉, 〈g,x−〉} − (min{〈g,x+〉, 〈g,x−〉})3

]

=
√

2
π‖x+ − x−‖32. (34)

Since g is symmetric, it follows that

E
[
(min{〈g,x+〉, 〈g,x−〉})2 max{〈g,x+〉, 〈g,x−〉}

]

= −E
[
(max{〈g,x+〉, 〈g,x−〉})2 min{〈g,x+〉, 〈g,x−〉}

]

and
E
[
(min{〈g,x+〉, 〈g,x−〉})3

]
= −E

[
(max{〈g,x+〉, 〈g,x−〉})3

]
.

Therefore,

E
[
3(min{〈g,x+〉, 〈g,x−〉})2 max{〈g,x+〉, 〈g,x−〉} − (min{〈g,x+〉, 〈g,x−〉})3

]

= 1
2 ·
(

3E
[
(min{〈g,x+〉, 〈g,x−〉})2 max{〈g,x+〉, 〈g,x−〉}

]

− 3E
[
(max{〈g,x+〉, 〈g,x−〉})2 min{〈g,x+〉, 〈g,x−〉}

]

− E
[
(min{〈g,x+〉, 〈g,x−〉})3

]
+ E

[
(max{〈g,x+〉, 〈g,x−〉})3

])

= 1
2 · E

[
(max{〈g,x+〉, 〈g,x−〉} −min{〈g,x+〉, 〈g,x−〉})3

]

= 1
2 · E

[
|〈g,x+ − x−〉|3

]
.

Using that g is rotation invariant and E[|g|3] = 2
√

2
π for g ∼ N(0, 1), we arrive at (34).

Define the event
A =

{
max{|〈g,x+〉|, |〈g,x−〉|} ≤ λ

}
.

Since ‖〈g,x+〉‖ψ2 , ‖〈g,x−〉‖ψ2 . R, we have

P(AC) ≤ P(|〈g,x+〉| > λ) + P(|〈g,x−〉| > λ) ≤ 4 exp(−cλ2/R2)

for some absolute constant c > 0. By using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality twice, we obtain

E[|ReLU(〈g,x+〉+ τ) ReLU(〈g,x−〉+ τ)| · 1AC ]

≤
(
E
[
(ReLU(〈g,x+〉+ τ))2(ReLU(〈g,x−〉+ τ))2

])1/2 · P(AC)1/2

≤ ‖ReLU(〈g,x+〉+ τ)‖L4 · ‖ReLU(〈g,x−〉+ τ)‖L4 · 2 exp(−cλ2/2R2)

. λ2 exp(−cλ2/2R2) ≤ ε,
where the last inequality follows if λ ≥ CR

√
log(λ2/ε) for C > 0 an absolute constant that

is chosen large enough and λ2/ε ≥ e. Therefore,
∣∣∣E[〈Φ(x+),Φ(x−)〉]−

(
〈x+,x−〉+ λ2

3 +
√

2
π
1
6
‖x+−x−‖32

λ

)∣∣∣

=
∣∣∣2E[ReLU(〈g,x+〉+ τ) ReLU(〈g,x−〉+ τ)]−

(
〈x+,x−〉+ λ2

3 +
√

2
π
1
6
‖x+−x−‖32

λ

)∣∣∣

≤
∣∣∣2E[ReLU(〈g,x+〉+ τ) ReLU(〈g,x−〉+ τ) · 1A]−

(
〈x+,x−〉+ λ2

3 +
√

2
π
1
6
‖x+−x−‖32

λ

)∣∣∣
+ 2ε. (35)
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Using Lemma 23 and the independence of g and τ we obtain

E[ReLU(〈g,x+〉+ τ) ReLU(〈g,x−〉+ τ) · 1A]

= Eg[1AEτ [ReLU(〈g,x+〉+ τ) ReLU(〈g,x−〉+ τ)]]

= Eg

[
1A

( 〈g,x+〉〈g,x−〉
2 + (min{〈g,x+〉,〈g,x−〉})2 max{〈g,x+〉,〈g,x−〉}

4λ − (min{〈g,x+〉,〈g,x−〉})3
12λ

)]

+ Eg

[
1A

(
(〈g,x+〉+ 〈g,x−〉)λ4 + λ2

6

)]
.

In combination with (33) and the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality this yields
∣∣∣E[ReLU(〈g,x+〉+ τ) ReLU(〈g,x−〉+ τ) · 1A]− 1

2

(
〈x+,x−〉+ λ2

3 +
√

2
π
1
6
‖x+−x−‖32

λ

)∣∣∣

≤ E
[∣∣ 〈g,x+〉〈g,x−〉

2 + (min{〈g,x+〉,〈g,x−〉})2 max{〈g,x+〉,〈g,x−〉}
4λ − (min{〈g,x+〉,〈g,x−〉})3

12λ

+ (〈g,x+〉+ 〈g,x−〉)λ4 + λ2

6

∣∣ · 1AC

]

.
(
‖〈g,x+〉‖L4 · ‖〈g,x−〉‖L4 + 1

λ

(
‖〈g,x+〉‖3L6 + ‖〈g,x−〉‖3L6

)

+ λ
(
‖〈g,x+〉‖L2 + ‖〈g,x−〉‖L2

)
+ λ2

)
· P(AC)1/2

. λ2 · exp(−cλ2/2R2) ≤ ε,
where the last two inequalities follow by using ‖〈g,x+〉‖ψ2 , ‖〈g,x−〉‖ψ2 . R and λ ≥
CR
√

log(λ2/ε) for C > 0 an absolute constant that is chosen large enough and λ2/ε ≥ e.
Together with (35) this implies

∣∣∣E[〈Φ(x+),Φ(x−)〉]−
(
〈x+,x−〉+ λ2

3 +
√

2
π
1
6
‖x+−x−‖32

λ

)∣∣∣ ≤ 4ε.

By rescaling ε, we obtain the result.

Proof [Theorem 19] Let us start by showing (32). Let g ∈ Rd be a standard Gaussian
random vector and τ ∈ [−λ, λ] be uniformly distributed. Since the ReLU is 1-Lipschitz, it
follows that

‖ReLU(〈g,x+〉+ τ)− ReLU(〈g,x−〉+ τ)‖ψ2 . ‖〈g,x+ − x−〉‖ψ2 . ‖x+ − x−‖2
and

‖ReLU(〈g,x〉+ τ)‖ψ2 . ‖x‖2 + λ ≤ 2λ

for all x+,x− ∈ Rd and x ∈ RBd2. Hence, the stochastic processes
{

ReLU(〈g,x+〉+ τ)
}
x+∈X+

,
{

ReLU(〈g,x−〉+ τ)
}
x−∈X−

are sub-Gaussian with respect to the Euclidean metric and their radii in sub-Gaussian norm
are bounded by λ. By a concentration result for empirical product processes where each
process is sub-Gaussian (Mendelson, 2016, Thm. 1.13), we have

1
n

∣∣∣
n∑

i=1

ReLU(〈wi,x
+〉+ bi) ReLU(〈wi,x

−〉+ bi)

− E[ReLU(〈wi,x
+〉+ bi) ReLU(〈wi,x

−〉+ bi)]
∣∣∣

≤ C ·
(

(w(X+) + uλ)(w(X−) + uλ)

n
+
λ(w(X+) + w(X−)) + uλ2√

n

)
(36)
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uniformly for all x+ ∈ X+,x− ∈ X− with probability at least 1 − 2 exp(−cu2). The con-
dition on n given by (29) now implies that the right hand side of (36) is bounded by ε. In
combination with Proposition 22 this shows (32) by using the triangle inequality. Analo-
gously, we can show that (31) holds. Finally, by polarization, (32) and (31) imply (30).

5. Proof of the Main Result (Theorem 10)

The following lemma and especially its Corollary 25 are crucial ingredients for the proof of
Theorem 10. In short, they make the following geometric statement precise: Let X+,X− ∈ Rd
be two sets and Φ : Rd → Rn a deterministic ReLU-layer. If for every x+ ∈ X+ there exists
at least one “neuron” that separates X− from x+, then the transformed sets Φ(X−) and
Φ(X+) are linearly separable.

Lemma 24 Let X+,X− ⊂ Rd. For W = [w1, . . . ,wn]T ∈ Rn×d and b = (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ Rn,
define the associated (deterministic) ReLU-layer Φ : Rd → Rn by

Φ(x) :=
√

2
n · ReLU(Wx+ b), x ∈ Rd.

Set
I :=

{
i ∈ [n] | 〈wi,x

−〉+ bi ≤ 0 for all x− ∈ X−
}

and for x+ ∈ X+, define Ix+(0) ⊂ [n] to be the set of all indices i ∈ [n] such that H[wi, bi]
separates X− from x+. Assume that minx+∈X+ |Ix+(0)| ≥ 1. Then |I| ≥ 1 and the hyper-
plane H[u, 0] given by the vector u ∈ Sn−1+ with

ui =





1√
|I|
, i ∈ I,

0, otherwise,

separates Φ(X−) from Φ(X+). More precisely,

〈u,Φ(x−)〉 ≤ 0 for all x− ∈ X−,

〈u,Φ(x+)〉 ≥ 1
n

∑

i∈Ix+ (0)

|〈wi,x
+〉+ bi| for all x+ ∈ X+.

Proof Since Ix+(0) ⊂ I for every x+ ∈ X+ and minx+∈X+ |Ix+(0)| ≥ 1, it follows |I| ≥ 1.
Further, for any x− ∈ X−, we have that

〈u,Φ(x−)〉 =
∑

i∈I

1√
|I|
·
√

2
n ReLU(〈wi,x

−〉+ bi︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤0

) = 0.

On the other hand, for any x+ ∈ X+, we have that

〈u,Φ(x+)〉 ≥
∑

i∈Ix+ (0)

1√
|I|
·
√

2
n ReLU(〈wi,x

+〉+ bi) ≥ 1
n

∑

i∈Ix+ (0)

|〈wi,x
+〉+ bi|.
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Corollary 25 Let X+,X− ⊂ Rd and t ≥ 0. For W = [w1, . . . ,wn]T ∈ Rn×d and b =
(b1, . . . , bn) ∈ Rn, define the associated (deterministic) ReLU-layer Φ : Rd → Rn by

Φ(x) :=
√

2
n · ReLU(Wx+ b), x ∈ Rd.

For x+ ∈ X+, define Ix+(t) ⊂ [n] to be the set of all indices i ∈ [n] such that H[wi, bi]
t-separates X− from x+. Assume that minx+∈X+ |Ix+(t)| ≥ n′ for some n′ ≥ 1. Then
Φ(X−) and Φ(X+) are linearly separable with margin tn′

2n .

Proof Set
I :=

{
i ∈ [n] | 〈wi,x

−〉+ bi ≤ 0 for all x− ∈ X−
}
.

By Lemma 24, we have |I| ≥ 1 and the hyperplane H[u, 0] given by the vector u ∈ Sn−1+

with

ui =





1√
|I|
, i ∈ I,

0, otherwise,

satisfies

〈u,Φ(x−)〉 ≤ 0 for all x− ∈ X−,

〈u,Φ(x+)〉 ≥ 1
n

∑

i∈Ix+ (0)

|〈wi,x
+〉+ bi| for all x+ ∈ X+,

where Ix+(0) is the set of all indices i ∈ [n] such that H[wi, bi] separates X− from x+.
Clearly, Ix+(t) ⊂ Ix+(0), which implies for any x+ ∈ X+ that

〈u,Φ(x+)〉 ≥ 1
n

∑

i∈Ix+ (t)

|〈wi,x
+〉+ bi| > tn′

n .

It follows that the hyperplane H[u,− tn′

2n ] separates Φ(X−) and Φ(X+) with margin tn′

2n .

In line with our proof sketch in Section 1.4, the following two results describe the effect
of the first random ReLU-layer Φ in the setup of Theorem 10.

Theorem 26 There exists an absolute constant c > 0 such that the following holds.
Let X−,X+ ⊂ RBd2 be δ-separated sets with N− := |X−|, N+ := |X+|. Let Φ : Rd → Rn

be a random ReLU-layer with maximal bias λ ≥ 0. Suppose that λ & R and

n & δ−1λ · log(2N−N+/η). (37)

Then with probability at least 1 − η, the following event occurs: for every x− ∈ X− there
exists a vector ux− ∈ Sn−1+ such that the hyperplane H[ux− , 0] linearly separates Φ(x−)
from Φ(X+). The vector ux− is given by ux− = ‖u′x−‖

−1
2 u

′
x− for

(u′x−)i =

{
1, (Φ(x−))i = 0,

0, otherwise,
(38)
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and satisfies

〈ux− ,Φ(x−)〉 ≤ 0,

〈ux− ,Φ(x+)〉 ≥ c‖x+ − x−‖22 · λ−1 for all x+ ∈ X+.

Proof Let W = [w1, . . . ,wn]T ∈ Rn×d and b = (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ Rn be the weight matrix
and bias vector of Φ, respectively. For x− ∈ X−, x+ ∈ X+ define Ix−,x+ ⊂ [n] to be the
set of all indices i ∈ [n] where H[wi, bi] separates x− from x+ and define the events

Bix−,x+ :=
{
H[wi, bi] ‖x+ − x−‖2-separates x− from x+}.

For n′(x−,x+) ∈ {1, . . . , n} a number that is specified later, set

Bx−,x+,n′(x−,x+) :=
{ n∑

i=1

1Bi
x−,x+

≥ n′(x−,x+)
}
,

Bx− :=
⋂

x+∈X+

Bx−,x+,n′(x−,x+), B :=
⋂

x−∈X−
Bx− .

On the event B, the following holds for every x− ∈ X−: For all x+ ∈ X+ there exist
at least n′(x−,x+) ≥ 1 hyperplanes H[wi, bi] which ‖x+ − x−‖2-separate x− from x+.
By Lemma 24, this implies that the following holds on the event B: For every x− ∈ X−
there exists ux− ∈ Sn−1+ such that the hyperplane H[ux− , 0] linearly separates Φ(x−)
from Φ(X+). More precisely,

〈ux− ,Φ(x−)〉 ≤ 0,

〈ux− ,Φ(x+)〉 ≥ 1
n

∑

i∈Ix−,x+

|〈wi,x
+〉+ bi| ≥ n′(x−,x+)

n ‖x+ − x−‖2 for all x+ ∈ X+.

Further, Lemma 24 shows that ux− = ‖u′x−‖
−1
2 u

′
x− for u′x− with

(u′x−)i =

{
1, 〈wi,x

−〉+ bi ≤ 0,

0, otherwise.

Since 〈wi,x
−〉 + bi ≤ 0 is equivalent to (Φ(x−))i = 0, this shows that ux− is given as

described in (38). By the union bound, we obtain

P(BC) ≤
∑

x−∈X−,x+∈X+

P(BCx−,x+,n′(x−,x+)).

Let i ∈ [n]. Theorem 18 implies that if λ & R, then P(Bix−,x+) ≥ c1λ
−1‖x+ − x−‖2 for

some absolute constant c1 > 0. Therefore, the Chernoff bound implies that

P
( n∑

i=1

1Bi
x−,x+

≥ c1
2 λ
−1‖x+ − x−‖2 · n

)
≥ 1− exp(−c′λ−1‖x+ − x−‖2 · n).

Setting n′(x−,x+) = b c12 λ−1‖x+ − x−‖2 · nc, we obtain

P(BCx−,x+,n′(x−,x+)) ≤ exp(−c′λ−1‖x+ − x−‖2 · n) ≤ exp(−c′λ−1δn).
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Hence,

P(BC) ≤
∑

x−∈X−,x+∈X+

exp(−c′λ−1δn) ≤ η,

where the last inequality follows from

n & δ−1λ ·
(

logN− + logN+ + log(η−1)
)
.

Finally, observe that (37) implies that n′(x−,x+) = b c12 λ−1‖x+ − x−‖2 · nc ≥ 1 for all
x− ∈ X−, x+ ∈ X+.

Theorem 27 There exist absolute constants c, c′ > 0 such that the following holds.

Let X−,X+ ⊂ RBd2 be δ-separated sets. Let λ > 0 satisfy λ & R
√

log(λ/δ) and λ/δ ≥ e.
Let C+ = {c+1 , . . . , c+N+} ⊂ RBd2 and C− = {c−1 , . . . , c−N−} ⊂ RBd2 be δ-separated and
form a λ/c′-mutual covering for X+ and X− with components X+

1 , . . . ,X+
N+ ⊂ X+ and

X−1 , . . . ,X−N− ⊂ X−.

Let Φ : Rd → Rn be a random ReLU-layer with maximal bias λ ≥ 0, such that

n & λ−2 ·
(
w2(X−) + w2(X+)

)
+ (λδ )8 · log(2N−N+/η),

n & λ6 ·
(

max
l∈[N−]

{
dist−8(c−l , C+) · w2(X−l )

}
+ max
j∈[N+]

{
dist−8(c+j , C−) · w2(X+

j )
})
. (39)

Then with probability at least 1− η, the following two events occur:

1. Φ(X−),Φ(X+) ⊂ λBn2 ;

2. For every l ∈ [N−] there exists a vector uc−l
∈ Sn−1+ such that

〈uc−l
,Φ(x−)〉 − 4c′λ−1 dist2(c−l , C+) ≤ −2c′λ−1 dist2(c−l , C+) for all x− ∈ X−l ,

〈uc−l
,Φ(x+)〉 − 4c′λ−1 dist2(c−l , C+) ≥ 2cλ−1‖c−l − x+‖22 for all x+ ∈ X+.

Further, ‖c−l − x+‖2 ≥ 1
2 dist(c−l , C+) for every x+ ∈ X+, which implies that the

hyperplane

H[uc−l
,−4c′λ−1 dist2(c−l , C+)]

linearly separates Φ(X−l ) from Φ(X+) with margin min{2c′, c2}λ−1 dist2(c−l , C+).

Proof Since C+ = {c+1 , . . . , c+N+} and C− = {c−1 , . . . , c−N−} form a λ/c′-mutual covering
for X+ and X−, there exist r+1 , . . . , r

+
N+ ≥ 0 and r−1 , . . . , r

−
N− ≥ 0 such that

1. the sets X+
j := X+∩Bd2(c+j , r

+
j ) for j ∈ [N+], and X−l := X−∩Bd2(c−l , r

−
l ) for l ∈ [N−],

cover X+ and X−, respectively;

2. r+j ≤ c′λ−1 dist2(c+j , C−) for j ∈ [N+], and r−l ≤ c′λ−1 dist2(c−l , C+) for l ∈ [N−].
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By Corollary 20, if

λ & R, n & λ−2
(
w2(X−) + w2(X+)

)
+ log(e/η),

then Φ(X−),Φ(X+) ⊂ λBn2 with probability at least 1− η. Define A to be the event where
for every l ∈ [N−] there exists a vector uc−l

∈ Sn−1+ such that

〈uc−l
,Φ(c−l )〉 ≤ 0,

〈uc−l
,Φ(c+j )〉 ≥ cλ−1‖c+j − c−l ‖22 for all j ∈ [N+].

Applying Theorem 26 to C+ and C−, the condition (39) implies P(A) ≥ 1− η. Define B to
be the event where the following holds:

(i) For all l ∈ [N−]:

sup
x−∈X−l

∣∣∣‖Φ(x−)−Φ(c−l )‖22−‖x−−c−l ‖22
(

1−
√

2
π

‖x−−c−l ‖2
3λ

)∣∣∣ ≤
(
c′λ−1 dist2(c−l , C+)

)2
,

(ii) For all j ∈ [N+]:

sup
x+∈X+

j

∣∣∣‖Φ(x+)−Φ(c+j )‖22−‖x+−c+j ‖22
(

1−
√

2
π

‖x+−c+j ‖2
3λ

)∣∣∣ ≤
(
c′λ−1 dist2(c+j , C−)

)2
.

By Theorem 19 and a union bound, the condition (39) implies P(B) ≥ 1− η.

Let us show that on the event A ∩ B the second event from Theorem 27 holds. Let
l ∈ [N−]. For any x− ∈ X−l , we have that

〈uc−l
,Φ(x−)〉 = 〈uc−l

,Φ(c−l )〉+ 〈uc−l
,Φ(x−)− Φ(c−l )〉

≤ ‖Φ(x−)− Φ(c−l )‖2
≤ ‖x− − c−l ‖2 + c′λ−1 dist2(c−l , C+)

≤ r−l + c′λ−1 dist2(c−l , C+)

≤ 2c′λ−1 dist2(c−l , C+). (40)

Let x+ ∈ X+. Then there exists j ∈ [N+] such that x+ ∈ X+
j . It holds

〈uc−l
,Φ(x+)〉 = 〈uc−l

,Φ(c+j )〉+ 〈uc−l
,Φ(x+)− Φ(c+j )〉

≥ c‖c+j − c−l ‖22λ−1 − ‖Φ(x+)− Φ(c+j )‖2
≥ c‖c+j − c−l ‖22λ−1 − ‖x+ − c+j ‖2 − c′λ−1 dist2(c+j , C−)

≥ c‖c+j − c−l ‖22λ−1 − 2c′λ−1 dist2(c+j , C−)

≥ c‖c+j − c−l ‖22λ−1 − 2c′λ−1‖c+j − c−l ‖22
≥ c

2‖c+j − c−l ‖22λ−1,
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where the last inequality follows if c′ ≤ c
4 . If λ & R and c′ ≤ 1, then

‖x+ − c−l ‖2 ≤ ‖x+ − c+j ‖2 + ‖c+j − c−l ‖2
≤ c′λ−1 dist2(c+j , C−) + ‖c+j − c−l ‖2
≤ 2‖c+j − c−l ‖2.

Therefore, for any x+ ∈ X+, we obtain

〈uc−l
,Φ(x+)〉 ≥ c

8‖x+ − c−l ‖22λ−1. (41)

Subtracting 4c′λ−1 dist2(c−l , C+) in (40) and (41), we obtain that for all x− ∈ X−l that

〈uc−l
,Φ(x−)〉 − 4c′λ−1 dist2(c−l , C+) ≤ −2c′λ−1 dist2(c−l , C+)

and for all x+ ∈ X+ that

〈uc−l
,Φ(x+)〉 − 4c′λ−1 dist2(c−l , C+) ≥ c

8‖x+ − c−l ‖22λ−1 − 4c′λ−1 dist2(c−l , C+).

If λ & R and c′ ≤ 1, then for any x+ ∈ X+
j ,

‖c+j − c−l ‖2 ≤ ‖c+j − x+‖2 + ‖x+ − c−l ‖2
≤ c′λ−1 dist2(c+j , C−) + ‖x+ − c−l ‖2
≤ 1

2‖c+j − c−l ‖2 + ‖x+ − c−l ‖2,

which implies ‖c+j − c−l ‖2 ≤ 2‖x+ − c−l ‖2. In particular, ‖x+ − c−l ‖2 ≥ 1
2 dist(c−l , C+) for

all x+ ∈ X+. Furthermore,

4c′λ−1 dist2(c−l , C+) ≤ 4c′λ−1‖c−l − c+j ‖22 ≤ 16c′λ−1‖x+ − c−l ‖22

for any x+ ∈ X+
j . Hence, for every x+ ∈ X+, we conclude that

〈uc−l
,Φ(x+)〉 − 4c′λ−1 dist2(c−l , C+) ≥ c

8‖x+ − c−l ‖22λ−1 − 16c′λ−1‖x+ − c−l ‖22
≥ c

16λ
−1‖x+ − c−l ‖22,

where the last inequality follows if c′ ≤ c
256 .

The final ingredient for the proof of Theorem 10 is the following lemma. It provides a
sufficient condition under which we have that w(Φ(X )) . w(X ) with high probability for
X ⊂ Rd and Φ : Rd → Rn a random ReLU-layer.

Lemma 28 Let X ⊂ Rd and Φ : Rd → Rn be a random ReLU-layer with standard Gaussian
weight matrix W ∈ Rn×d and maximal bias λ ≥ 0. Then, we have that w(Φ(X )) ≤
w(
√

2
nWX ), and furthermore, the following holds:

(i) If n & log(2/η), then w( 1√
n
WX ) . w(X )+

√
n diam(X ) with probability at least 1−η.
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(ii) If n & w2(cone(X − X ) ∩ Sd−1) + log(2/η), then with probability at least 1− η,

sup
x6=x′∈X

‖ 1√
n
W ( x−x′

‖x−x′‖2 )‖2 ≤ 2.

On this event w( 1√
n
WX ′) ≤ 2w(X ′) and therefore w(Φ(X ′)) ≤ 23/2w(X ′) for every

X ′ ⊂ X .

Proof Let us write Φ(x) = ReLU(T (x)) for

T (x) :=
√

2
nWx+

√
2
nb,

where W ∈ Rn×d is a standard Gaussian random matrix and b is uniformly distributed on
[−λ, λ]n. Since the ReLU is 1-Lipschitz, the Gaussian version of Talagrand’s contraction
principle (see, e.g., Vershynin, 2018, Ex. 7.2.13) implies that w(Φ(X )) ≤ w(T (X )). Let
g ∈ Rn denote a standard Gaussian vector. Since Eg〈g,x〉 = 0 for every vector x, it follows
that

w(T (X )) = Eg

[
sup
x∈X
〈g,
√

2
nWx+

√
2
nb〉
]

= Eg

[
sup
x∈X
〈g,
√

2
nWx〉

]
.

Therefore, w(Φ(X )) ≤ w(
√

2
nWX ). Since w(S) ≤

√
n
2 diam(S) for any S ⊂ Rn, it follows

w( 1√
n
WX ) ≤ 1

2 diam(WX ). By Gaussian projection (e.g., see Vershynin, 2018, Sec. 7.7),

there exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that

diam(WX ) ≤ C · (w(X ) +
√
n diam(X ))

with probability at least 1− 2 exp(−n). Define

‖ 1√
n
W ‖X := sup

x6=x′∈X
‖ 1√

n
W ( x−x′

‖x−x′‖2 )‖2.

Let X ′ ⊂ X . Then ‖ 1√
n
Wx − 1√

n
Wx′‖2 ≤ ‖ 1√

n
W ‖X ‖x − x′‖2 for all x,x′ ∈ X ′, which

implies w( 1√
n
WX ′) ≤ ‖ 1√

n
W ‖Xw(X ′) by the Sudakov-Fernique inequality. By a Gaussian

deviation inequality (e.g., see Vershynin, 2018, Sec. 9.1), if

n & w2(cone(X − X ) ∩ Sd−1) + log(2/η),

then ‖ 1√
n
W ‖X ≤ 2 with probability at least 1− η.

We are now ready to prove the main result of this work:
Proof [Theorem 10] Let W = [w1, . . . ,wn]T ∈ Rn×d and b = (b1, . . . , bn) ∈ [−λ, λ]n be
the Gaussian weight matrix and bias vector of the random ReLU-layer Φ, and let Ŵ =
[ŵ1, . . . , ŵn̂]T ∈ Rn̂×n and b̂ = (b̂1, . . . , b̂n̂) ∈ [−λ̂, λ̂]n̂ be the Gaussian weight matrix and
bias vector of the random ReLU-layer Φ̂. Since X+ and X− have (R, δ, C ′λ)-mutual com-
plexity (N+, N−, w+, w−), there exists a C ′λ-mutual covering C+ = {c+1 , . . . , c+N+} ⊂ Rd

and C− = {c−1 , . . . , c−N−} ⊂ Rd for X+ and X− such that
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(i) max
j∈[N+]

w(X+
j ) ≤ w+ and max

l∈[N−]
w(X−l ) ≤ w−;

(ii) C+, C− ⊂ RBd2 are δ-separated.

Here, X+
1 , . . . ,X+

N+ ⊂ X+ and X−1 , . . . ,X−N− ⊂ X− are the components of the covering. Let
C ′ := 1

c′ , where c′ > 0 is the absolute constant from Theorem 27. According to Theorem 27,
the condition (15) implies that with probability at least 1− η, the following event A occurs:

1. Φ(X−),Φ(X+) ⊂ λBn2 ;

2. For every l ∈ [N−], there exists a vector uc−l
∈ Sn−1+ such that the hyperplane

H[uc−l
,−4c′λ−1 dist2(c−l , C+)]

linearly separates Φ(X−l ) from Φ(X+) with margin min{2c′, c2}λ−1 dist2(c−l , C+).

Here, c > 0 is the absolute constant from Theorem 27. By Proposition 13 (iv), and on the
event A, the sets Φ(X−l ) and Φ(X+) are contained in λBn2 for every l ∈ [N−] and they are
(εl, γl)-linearly separable with

εl = 1−min{2c′, c2}λ−2 dist2(c−l , C+), γl = min{4c′, c}λ−1 dist2(c−l , C+).

For l ∈ [N−], tl & w(Φ(X−l )− Φ(X+)) + λ, and i ∈ [n̂], we define the event

Bil(tl) := {H[ŵi, b̂i] tl-separates Φ(X+) from Φ(X−l )}.

Set µl = γl(1− εl). By Theorem 6, if λ̂ & λtlµ
−1
l , then P(Bil(tl) | A) ≥ pl for

pl = tl
λ̂

exp(−Ct2l µ−2l log(4(1− εl)−1)).

Define A′ to be the event where

sup
x6=x′∈X−

‖ 1√
n
W ( x−x′

‖x−x′‖2 )‖2 ≤ 2, sup
x6=x′∈X+

‖ 1√
n
W ( x−x′

‖x−x′‖2 )‖2 ≤ 2.

By Lemma 28 and the union bound, condition (15) implies P(A′) ≥ 1−η. Further, Lemma 28
shows that on the event A′, we have that

w(Φ(X−l )− Φ(X+)) = w(Φ(X−l )) + w(Φ(X+)) ≤ 23/2(w(X−l ) + w(X+))

for every l ∈ [N−]. Using that µl & λ−3δ4 and 1 − εl & λ−2δ2 for every l ∈ [N−], we
obtain that for every i ∈ [n̂], l ∈ [N−], and t � w− + w(X+) + λ, if λ̂ & λ4δ−4t, then
P(Bil(t) | A ∩ A′) ≥ p(t) for

p(t) = t
λ̂

exp(−Ct2λ6δ−8 log(λ/δ)).

Define the events

Bl(t) :=
{ n̂∑

i=1

1Bi
l(t)
≥ p(t)

2 n̂
}
, Bt :=

⋂

l∈[N−]

Bl(t).
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By Chernoff’s inequality, there exists an absolute constant c > 0 such that for all l ∈ [N−],
it holds that

P(Bl(t) | A ∩ A′) ≥ 1− exp(−c · p(t)n̂).

On the event Bt, for every l ∈ [N−] at least p(t)
2 n̂ out of the n̂ hyperplanes H[ŵi, b̂i]

t-separate Φ(X+) from Φ(X−l ). Using that Φ(X−) =
⋃
l∈[N−] Φ(X−l ), Corollary 25 implies

that F (X+) and F (X−) are linearly separable with margin

tp(t)
4 � (w−+w(X+)+λ)2

λ̂
· exp(−C(w− + w(X+) + λ)2λ6δ−8 log(λ/δ)).

Define B′ to be the event where F (X−), F (X+) ⊂ λ̂Bn̂2 . On the event Bt∩B′, the conclusion
of Theorem 10 holds. Now, we observe that

P(Bt ∩ B′) ≥ P(Bt ∩ B′ ∩ A ∩ A′)

= P(Bt ∩ B′ | A ∩ A′) · P(A ∩ A′)

≥ (1− P(BCt | A ∩ A′)− P((B′)C | A ∩ A′)) · (1− P(AC)− P((A′)C))

≥ (1− P(BCt | A ∩ A′)− P((B′)C | A ∩ A′)) · (1− 2η).

The union bound implies

P(BCt | A ∩ A′) ≤
∑

l∈[N−]

P((Bl(t))
C | A ∩ A′) ≤ exp(log(N−)− cp(t)n̂) ≤ η,

where the last inequality follows from

n̂ & (p(t))−1 log(N−/η).

On the event A∩A′ it holds Φ(X−),Φ(X+) ⊂ λBn2 and w(Φ(X−)) ≤ 23/2w(X−), w(Φ(X+)) ≤
23/2w(X+). Consequently, by Corollary 20, if λ̂ & λ and

n̂ & (λ̂)−2
(
w2(X+) + w2(X−)

)
+ log(e/η), (42)

then P((B′)C | A ∩ A′) ≤ η. By Lemma 29,

w(X−) = w(
⋃

l∈[N−]

X−l ) ≤ w− + CR
√

logN−

for C > 0 an absolute constant. Therefore, condition (16) implies λ̂ & λ and (42). In total,
we have P(Bt ∩ B′) ≥ (1− 2η)2 ≥ 1− 4η. This completes the proof.

6. Proofs of Special-Case Results

To apply our main result, Theorem 10, to various special cases, the following lemma will
prove very useful. Although the inequalities stated therein are well-known (e.g., see Jacques
and Cambareri, 2017, Lem. 10 for the first inequality), we give a proof for the sake of
completeness.
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Lemma 29 There exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that the following holds.
Let Xj ⊂ RBd2 for j ∈ [N ]. Then

w(
⋃

j∈[N ]

Xj) ≤ max
j∈[N ]

w(Xj) + C ·R
√

logN. (43)

If all sets Xj additionally satisfy diam(Xj) ≤ r for some r > 0, then

w(
⋃

j∈[N ]

Xj) . r
√
d+R

√
logN. (44)

Furthermore, if all sets Xj are finite with diam(Xj) ≤ rj, then

w(
⋃

j∈[N ]

Xj) . max
j∈[N ]

(rj

√
log|Xj |) +R

√
logN. (45)

Proof Let us start by showing (43). Let g ∈ Rd denote a standard Gaussian random vector
and for j ∈ [N ] pick any cj ∈ Xj . Then rad(Xj − cj) ≤ 2R. Set Xj := supx∈Xj

〈g,x− cj〉.
Then

w(
⋃

j∈[N ]

Xj) = E max
j∈[N ]

(Xj + 〈g, cj〉) ≤ max
j∈[N ]

EXj + E max
j∈[N ]

(Xj − EXj) + E max
j∈[N ]
〈g, cj〉.

Clearly, EXj = w(Xj). By Gaussian Lipschitz concentration (e.g., see Foucart and Rauhut,
2013, Thm. 8.34), we conclude that Xj − EXj is a sub-Gaussian random variable with
‖Xj−EXj‖ψ2 . rad(Xj−cj) ≤ 2R. Further, the random variables 〈g, cj〉 are sub-Gaussian
with ‖〈g, cj〉‖ψ2 . ‖cj‖2 ≤ R. Inequality (43) now follows by applying the maximal in-
equality for sub-Gaussian random variables (e.g., see Boucheron et al., 2013, Thm. 2.5).
Inequalities (44) and (45) immediately follow from (43) by using the standard estimates
w(Bd2) .

√
d and w(X ) .

√
log(|X |) for any finite X ⊂ Bd2.

6.1 Proof of Theorem 2

Define C+ := X+ and C− := X−. Then C+, C− ⊂ Bd2 are δ-separated. We may write C+ =
{c+1 , . . . , c+N+} and C− = {c−1 , . . . , c−N−}. Clearly, the sets X+

j := X+∩Bd2(c+j , 0) = {c+j } for

j ∈ [N+] and X−l := X− ∩ Bd2(c−l , 0) = {c−l } for l ∈ [N−] cover X+ and X−, respectively.
Let C ′ > 0 denote the absolute constant from Theorem 10. Then

0 ≤ 1
C′λ dist2(c+j , C−), 0 ≤ 1

C′λ dist2(c−l , C+)

for all j ∈ [N+] and l ∈ [N−]. Therefore, C+ and C− form a C ′λ-mutual covering for X+

and X−. Moreover, X+ and X− have (1, δ, C ′λ)-mutual complexity (N+, N−, w+, w−) with
w+ = w− = 0. Since w(X+) .

√
logN+ and

w2(cone(X− −X−) ∩ Sd−1) + w2(cone(X+ −X+) ∩ Sd−1) . logN− + logN+,

the result follows from Theorem 10. �
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6.2 Proof of Theorem 3

Let r ≤ 1
C′λδ

2, where C ′ > 0 denotes the absolute constant from Theorem 10. Set C+ :=
{c+1 , . . . , c+N+} and C− := {c−1 , . . . , c−N−}. Then, C+, C− ⊂ Bd2 are δ-separated and the sets

X+
j := X+ ∩ Bd2(c+j , r) for j ∈ [N+], and X−l := X− ∩ Bd2(c−l , r) for l ∈ [N−], cover X+

and X−, respectively. Furthermore, the δ-separability and the assumption r . δ2/λ imply
that

r ≤ 1
C′λ dist2(c+j , C−), r ≤ 1

C′λ dist2(c−l , C+)

for all j ∈ [N+], l ∈ [N−]. This shows that C+ and C− form a C ′λ-mutual covering for
X+ and X−. Therefore, X+ and X− have (1, δ, C ′λ)-mutual complexity (N+, N−, w+, w−)
with w+ = maxj∈[N+]w(X+

j ) and w− = maxl∈[N−]w(X−l ). By Lemma 29,

w(X+) = w(
⋃

j∈[N+]

Bd2(c+j , r)) . r
√
d+

√
logN+,

and for any l ∈ [N−],
w(X−l ) = w(X− ∩ Bd2(c−l , r)) . r

√
d,

which yields w− . r
√
d. Analogously, it follows that w+ . r

√
d. The result now follows

from Theorem 10 by observing that

w2(cone(X− −X−) ∩ Sd−1) + w2(cone(X+ −X+) ∩ Sd−1) . d.

�

6.3 Proof of Theorem 4

For an absolute constant c > 0 that is specified later, let C+ = {c+1 , . . . , c+N+} ⊂ X+

and C− = {c−1 , . . . , c−N−} ⊂ X− be minimal cδ2/λ-coverings of X+ and X−, respectively.
Then N+ = N (X+, cδ2/λ) and N− = N (X−, cδ2/λ). Since X+ and X− are δ-separated,
it follows that C+ and C− are δ-separated as well. By definition of covering, the sets
X+
j := X+ ∩Bd2(c+j , cδ

2/λ) for j ∈ [N+], and X−l := X− ∩Bd2(c−l , cδ
2/λ) for l ∈ [N−], cover

X+ and X−, respectively. Further, since C+ and C− are δ-separated, we have that

cδ2/λ ≤ cλ−1 dist2(c+j , C−), cδ2/λ ≤ cλ−1 dist2(c−l , C+)

for all j ∈ [N+], l ∈ [N−]. This shows that C+ and C− form a λ
c -mutual covering for X+

and X−. Therefore, X+ and X− have (1, δ, λc )-mutual complexity (N+, N−, w+, w−) with
N+ = N (X+, cδ2/λ), N− = N (X−, cδ2/λ), w+ = w(X+) and w− = w(X−). Choos-
ing c = 1

C′ , where C ′ is the absolute constant from Theorem 10, the result follows from
Theorem 10. �
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